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1 Introduction

The scientific consensus is clear: the risk of catastrophic climate change can only be avoided if global

emissions of carbon dioxide fall almost to zero within the next few decades. This of course implies

emissions must fall everywhere. This fact is often used to argue that coordinated global policy action

is essential, on the grounds that emissions will only decline everywhere if mitigation policies are

implemented everywhere. This paper investigates a counterpoint to this argument, asking whether

international technical diffusion might mean that policy action in just a few major emitters could

be enough to limit global emissions. That is: can international technological diffusion substitute for

coordinated global policies to mitigate climate change?

This argument relies on two central ideas. First, that climate mitigation policies induce greener

technological change. Emissions-reducing policies such as carbon taxes have an expenditure-switching

effect, increasing the relative size of the market for low-emission energy technologies, such as solar

panels and wind turbines. Larger markets then incentivize further innovation in these technologies,

termed “induced technical change”. Second, that innovations in one place diffuse to others. In

particular, policy-induced innovations in low-emissions technologies in one part of the world will spread

to others. Together, these two mechanisms create a positive international policy spillover. By inducing

green innovation which diffuses overseas, policies to reduce emissions in one place will lower emissions

elsewhere, even in regions which do not pursue climate mitigation policies.

This positive international policy spillover seems particularly relevant at present. As of Spring 2021,

major emitters – including the European Union, China, and the United States – have all announced

ambitious plans to reduce emissions in the coming years, suggesting that a new era of international

climate policy co-ordination is at hand. However, history is replete with sobering reminders that such

international co-ordination is easy to promise but hard to deliver. For example, the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was created in 1988. And the Kyoto protocol was intended to

establish legally binding limits on individual countries’ greenhouse gases back in 1997. Yet emissions

have continued to rise, increasing by more than 50 percent since 1990 and global temperatures have

risen by almost 1 degree Celsius since 1980.1

This suggests that we should take seriously the risk that not all major emitters will be able to meet

their targets. Yet assessing the impact of this risk depends critically on the strength of international

policy spillovers. If such spillovers are weak, then failure of one major emitter to implement policies

which drive their emissions to zero will keep global emissions from hitting zero, even in the long

run. But if spillovers are sufficiently strong, then policies elsewhere can act as a partial substitute

for policies at home. In this case, new green technologies will diffuse from overseas, lowering the

cost of clean energy and pulling down emissions even in parts of the world with weak climate change

mitigation policies. Of course, even with strong spillovers, global policy co-ordination remains the

first best remains. But the strength of international policy spillovers determine the cost of failing to

attain the first best. This paper is an attempt to understand the magnitude of these policy spillovers

and thus the extent to which they limit global losses when only some countries implement polices to

1Given the slow dynamics of temperature this likely understates the seriousness of the current situation. Roughly
another one degree of warming is likely already unavoidable, due to the delayed warming effect of past emissions.
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reduce emissions.

To investigate this issue, I construct a regional integrated assessment model of the global economy

and climate. Three key features make this framework well-suited to assessing the likely size of these

international policy spillovers.

The first important feature is a standard climate externality. Producing energy from dirty fossil

fuels emits greenhouse gases, which raise global temperatures and in turn reduces productivity. First

popularized by the influential DICE model (see Nordhaus (1993) and more recently Nordhaus (2014a)),

this externality is now standard in the literature on climate change mitigation.2 This is a key source

of inefficiency in the model and is the motive for climate change mitigation policies. As in Nordhaus

(2010), the model is regional, with each region generating emissions and setting independent climate

mitigation policies. And similar to Hassler et al. (2020), no region is sufficiently large as to prevent

catastrophic climate change by simply reducing their own emissions (absent positive policy spillovers).

The standard solution to this failing is coordinated and collective action to address climate change.

The second important feature is endogenous directed technical change. Energy producing firms

can engage in fuel-specific research which lowers their costs of energy production using that fuel (or

equivalently, increases their productivity). As first formulated in Acemoglu (2002), and more recently

applied in climate-related settings by Acemoglu et al. (2016) and Fried (2018), incentives for research

are a function of the total input cost, i.e. price times quantity, known as “market size”.3 Intuitively,

the more an energy-producing firm spends on an input, the greater their demand for cost-reducing

efficiency gains using that fuel. A byproduct of policies which reduce emissions is that they increase

the relative market size of less-polluting energy inputs, shifting research towards these technologies

and lowering the input cost of these fuels. This then drives the direction of technical change in the

long run, in some cases permanently.4

The third important feature is international technological diffusion. At each point in time, the

starting point for new research in a given region is a function of both past domestic and foreign

technology. This means that innovations in one region slowly diffuse worldwide. As technologies are

specific to fuel types (e.g. coal, solar, etc.), policies which affect research incentives in one region

impact future relative costs of clean and dirty fuels not only domestically but also overseas as well.

The international diffusion of technological advances is a relatively well-studied topic, so I draw on this

literature when defining the functional form and speed of technological flows. Relevant papers include

Eaton and Kortum (1999) – the genesis of most modern work on this topic – as well as Comin and

Hobijn (2010) and Dechezleprêtre et al. (2013) which distinguish possible differences between diffusion

of technologies in different sectors with differing carbon emissions respectively. More recent work,

such as Caselli and Coleman (2001), Sampson (2016), Bloom et al. (2016), and Buera and Oberfield

(2020), emphasizes the role of trade – particularly imports – in defining international technological

2More recent exponents of this mechanism include Golosov et al. (2014) and Barrage (2020).
3An earlier literature included various other endogenous mechanisms for technical change such as learning-by-doing,

but but lacked a framework for comparing the relative economic effects of different policies on the direction of technical
change. See Van der Zwaan et al. (2002), Buonanno et al. (2003), Bosetti et al. (2006), Popp et al. (2010), and a related
critique in Nordhaus (2014c)

4See Acemoglu (2002), Acemoglu et al. (2012), and discussion in Appendix C of this paper.
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flows, which I study in a robustness exercise.

Together, these features allow a quantitative assessment of the titular question of this paper. The

particular policy experiment I study is one where OECD Europe and China commit to reducing

emissions almost to zero by mid-century, in line with current policy plans.5 I consider three different

ways that each region might meet their emissions targets: a carbon tax alone, green energy research

subsidies funded by a carbon tax, and green energy production subsidies funded by a carbon tax. In

each case, I invert the full model numerically to back out the policies which attain specific emissions

paths in OECD Europe and China in general equilibrium. Three main results emerge from this

experiment.

The most important result is that the size of potential positive technological spillovers is large.

Without any global policy action, the model predicts runaway and catastrophic climate change, with

increases in global temperatures in excess of 7 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels by the end

of the next century.6 The direct effect (i.e. without technological diffusion) of reduced emissions in

China and Europe is relatively small, reducing long-run temperatures by around 1.5 Celsius – slowing

the effect of climate change but failing to prevent runaway increases in global temperatures. When the

technological spillovers of policy are taken into account the impact is much larger, preventing runaway

climate change and limiting increases to less than 3 degrees above pre-industrial levels. This still

represents a significant warming of the globe and would undoubtedly impose sizable costs on society.

However, the difference between the cases with and without international technological diffusion is

qualitatively huge: the former is a future where the planet likely becomes uninhabitable towards the

end of this century; the latter is one where climate change is painful but manageable. This result

also has implications for the strategic calculus around global cooperation: individual incentives to

participate are stronger when spillovers are larger, because individual actions have a larger positive

effect on global temperatures.

The second main result is an explanation of the mechanism driving this result. The natural

assumption is that international technological diffusion works by spurring innovation in new green

technologies. Indeed, that was the intuition used in motivating this paper just a few paragraphs prior.

However, a slightly different channel is just as important: creating disincentives for innovation in dirty

technologies. This is clearest in the case of China. As China is by far the world’s largest consumer

of coal – accounting for around half of global consumption – incentives in China to cut the cost of

extracting energy from coal are enormous. By reducing the domestic market for coal, policies which

shift Chinese energy demand away from coal reduce these incentives to innovate. As a result, these

5This is not to say that other parts of the world will not successfully implement emissions-reducing policies, or that
these particular emitters will be able to meet their goals. Rather, given the difficulty achieving a global consensus for
action in the last few decades, an imperfect global commitment to climate mitigation policies seems like a reasonable
scenario to consider.

6A lack of precision over the exact values of important environmental parameters mean that long-run temperature
predictions are hugely uncertain, so one should interpret the level of long-run temperatures as illustrative rather than
precise. Instead, the important point is that the marginal effect is large. Because changes in key environmental parameters
apply to both the baseline and the policy scenarios, the marginal effect remains similar as these vary. Nevertheless, the
baseline case is in line with other laissez-faire scenarios in the literature, such as Golosov et al. (2014) and Hassler et al.
(2020)
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policies cause some cost-saving innovations in coal to not happen. By not existing, these innovations

cannot diffuse to other regions. This is an essential part of the mechanism by which emissions-reducing

policies have a positive policy spillover to other countries, dissuading socially harmful technological

development, raising the cost of pollution and driving down emissions worldwide.

The third main result is to characterize what determines the policy mix needed to meet emissions

targets in Europe and China. To do this I build a partial equilibrium approximation to the energy mar-

ket in a closed economy. This allows an approximate but accurate decomposition of policy responses in

the full model into three channels: two are static – the composition of energy inputs and total energy

consumption, akin to substitution and income effects in a consumer problem – and one dynamic –

induced technical change. These help explain why policies in emissions reducing regions work and

allows a comparison of the efficacy of the different policy instruments. Amongst other things, I show

that carbon taxes are essential in the short run because the two static channels reinforce and because

the tax base (fossil fuels) is large. In contrast, subsidies to either green production or research are

contemporaneously ineffective because the static channels offset and the subsidy base (green energy)

is small. I show further that green research subsidies are preferable to production subsidies because

they have a much larger dynamic effect. The reason is that production subsidies lower firms’ input

cost share of renewable energy, disincentivizing research and offsetting the induced technical change

that would otherwise occur – why bother innovating if something is already cheap? As a result, a

policy package which funds research subsidies is the most effective at reducing emissions and allows

a reduction in medium run carbon taxes around three decades sooner (or, lower by around $100 per

tonne CO2) than for a carbon tax alone; the equivalent effect for production subsidies is essentially

zero. I also provide an explicit dynamic decomposition of the effect this policy package, showing that

in the long run induced technical change is the dominant effect, split roughly 50-50 between the effects

of the carbon tax and the research subsidy.

Of course, uncertainty over both economic and environmental parameters means that long run

outcomes are exceptionally hard to predict. And so the specific outcomes resented in this paper

should be thought of as scenarios rather than forecasts. That said, the model used here aims to

capture a reasonable consensus view on the relationship between economic activity, international

technological diffusion, and climate change – matching not only the key moments of the data but

also important dynamic properties of other models. An important consequence of international policy

spillovers not studied here in depth is their subsequent impact on incentives for participation in global

climate agreements. This paper considers the impact of spillovers on a given global policy scenario.

However, because spillovers affect the marginal gains of individual countries deciding to join or leave

a climate agreement, the magnitude of these spillovers could affect participation in a global plan to

tackle climate change. This impact could be positive (say, for a large region near the technological

which can internalize the global benefit of the spillovers that their policy cooperation induces) or

negative (for a region far from the technological frontier, which benefits from foreign technological

gains whether they participate or not). Analyzing this with any degree of sophistication is beyond

the scope of this paper. In any case, the first best remains global cooperation – something for which

technological spillovers can only ever partially substitute.
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The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the model. Section 3 describes how

the model is calibrated and presents the laissez-faire outcome. Section 4 discusses the domestic aspect

of emissions reduction in Europe and China – the effectiveness of different policy packages in meeting

the emissions target and the impact on economic outcomes. Section 5 then discusses the international

spillovers of these policies and investigates the role of parametric assumptions about the speed of

international diffusion of technology. Section 6 shows that these conclusions are results are robust to

assumptions in the model about the form of endogenous technical change and determinants of the

savings rate. Section 7 concludes.

2 Model

In this section I outline the model. It has multiple regions and features a feedback from economic

activity to global temperature via emissions (known as an “integrated assessment model”). Emissions

come from the production of energy, which is the overwhelming source of the gasses which cause cli-

mate change – most notably, carbon dioxide.7 Directed endogenous technical change plays a central

role, with the greenness of technological developments responding to climate change mitigation poli-

cies. Because technological change in each region diffuses to the others over time, this produces an

international policy externality.

The basics of the model follows closely Hassler et al. (2020). Each of M regions produces a

domestically-consumed final output good which takes labor, capital, and energy as input. Energy

is produced as a CES aggregate of N fuels in each region, with one fuel an internationally-traded

exhaustible resource – conventionally-produced oil – and all others domestically produced. Emissions,

which are a byproduct of consuming a subset of fuels, raise global temperatures, causing a climate

externality. There are three main extensions relative to Hassler et al. (2020). The most important

are the explicit inclusion of endogenous technical change8 and scope for international technological

spillovers. The other extension is to include a non-unit elasticity of energy demand.

The remaining details of the model are kept as simple as possible, allowing a focus on the dif-

ferentiated impacts of R&D in different regions, and their international spillovers. In particular, the

model is set up to guarantee that the optimal savings rate of households is always constant. This is

a deliberate result of the modeling choices and is needed because the subsequent policy experiments

are rather complex: In Section 4 I back out the policies required to hit a dynamic emissions tar-

get in two regions. Doing this in a dynamic general equilibrium model with multiple regions (each

with multiple policies), a common exhaustible resource, endogenous technical change, and a global

climate externality is potentially quite challenging. By making modeling choices which guarantee that

savings rate of households is constant, I can dramatically simplify the problem and invert the model

period-by-period.9 In Section 6 I show that this simplification is not quantitatively important: feeding

7See Pachauri et al. (2014).
8Hassler et al. (2020) propose a similar form of endogenous technical change, with unit returns to scale in R&D.

This means that interior solutions only exist for complementary fuel types, which is a likely counterfactual parameter
restriction. They also do not solve the general equilibrium solution, instead using an ad hoc modification to exogenous
trends in fuel-specific technologies to proxy for this channel.

9In contrast, a time-varying savings rate would necessitate simultaneous search across policies, regions, and time
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the policies which hit emissions targets in the constant-savings-rate model into a richer model with

time-varying savings generates very similar aggregate outcomes.

2.1 Aggregate production

Time is discrete and indexed by t. In each of m = 1, . . . ,M − 1 regions, a continuum of competitive

firms produce a final good using a production technology which aggregates energy and a Cobb-Douglas

capital-labor bundle with a constant elasticity of substitution.10 Gross output is then given by:

Ym,t = zm,t
(
(1− νm)Y ∗m,t

σ + νmE
σ
m,t

) 1
σ (1)

Where Y ∗m,t = (Am,tLm,t)
1−αmKαm

m,t is the Cobb-Douglas labor-capital input mixture, Em,t is the in-

termediate energy input, Lm,t is labor, Km,t is capital, Am,t exogenous labor-augmenting aggregate

technical change, and zm,t is a region-specific aggregate productivity loss due to climate change (dis-

cussed later). The energy and labor share parameters νm and αm are region-specific and will be

identified from the data. I use F = 1/(1 − σ) to denote the elasticity of substitution between the

capital-labor bundle and energy.

Final goods firms rent capital and labor from households, and purchase energy from energy-

producing firms. The respective factor prices im,t, wm,t, and Pm,t are determined by the first order

conditions:

im,t = αm(1− νm)zσm,t

(
Y ∗m,t
Km,t

)(
Ym,t
Y ∗m,t

)1−σ

(2)

wm,t = (1− αm)(1− νm)zσm,t

(
Y ∗m,t
Lm,t

)(
Ym,t
Y ∗m,t

)1−σ

(3)

Pm,t = νmz
σ
m,t

(
Ym,t
Em,t

)1−σ
(4)

2.2 Energy production and research technologies

Each period, energy-producing firms have access to technologies for production of energy and research.

They use the energy technology to combine fuels into energy, and can conduct research to lower the

cost of producing energy from a given fuel type.

Fuels: There are N fuels, which are the inputs into energy production. Fuels differ by their

emissions intensity and production costs. Fuel 1 is conventional oil, of which there is a fixed stock,

owned by region M . Fuels i = 2, . . . , N are produced with a linear technology using li,t units of the

final output good to produce em,i,t units of energy,

em,i,t = xm,i,tlm,i,t

periods. In my headline experiment, this is a root-finding problem in 136 dimensions. By solving period-by-period I can
convert this to a sequence of four-dimensional problems.

10Region M is special. It produces oil. See discussion below.
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where xm,i,t is the fuel-specific technology.

Emissions intensity is constant for each fuel and denoted gi, so emissions for fuel i are given by:

mm,i,t = gie,mi,t

In terms of emissions, one fuel is special. Fuel j is a zero-carbon renewable energy source, i.e. “green”

energy. Thus, gj = 0.11 Fuels are best interpreted as a particular form of energy with a specific

emissions intensity. For example, gallons of oil, or kilowatt-hours of solar electricity.12 As li,t is

expressed in units of the numeraire, the (average and marginal) cost of producing fuel i is pi,t = 1/xi,t.

An important assumption here is that for a given level of technology, each fuel except oil is available

at constant input cost. This is identical to Hassler et al. (2020) and equivalent to assuming that

each fuel is in infinite supply. For renewable energy, this is clearly a reasonable assumption. The

supply of sunlight and wind are both effectively unlimited, and sites for generators remain abundant

(hydroelectric power is perhaps an exception). Only the extent of technological capabilities limits the

marginal cost of collecting this energy source. In contrast, dirty fuels are in reality in fixed supply,

so the possibility of their exhaustion, and associated increase in their prices, could in theory act to

mitigate climate change within the foreseeable future. However, the stocks of most dirty fuels are so

large that their scarcity value only becomes relevant in scenarios far outside the range of possibilities

that we will discuss. For instance, coal reserves will only run out once the global temperature has

risen well beyond any tolerable levels. The only major dirty fuel type for which this is not true is

conventionally-produced oil. Stocks of conventionally-produced oil are sufficiently small that their

exhaustion is possible within the next century. Thus, I explicitly model the exhaustion of this stock

but treat others as being in infinite supply – a simplification for sure, but not an unreasonable one.13

Research: For fuels i = 2, . . . , N , energy-producing firms can conduct research to lower the cost

of production.14 As in Fried (2018) I assume that the period length is sufficiently long that firms can

only capture the gains from research within the current period, either because formal property rights

(e.g. patents) expire or because competitors can backwards-engineer close substitutes.

The reference level of technology x̄m,i,t captures the extent of pre-existing knowledge, and the cost

of new learning, rm,i,t, is expressed relative to this level:

11This does not mean that fuel j is the unique zero-carbon fuel. Other energy source, most notably nuclear fuels, are
also zero carbon but we typically think of them as distinct from the class of “green” fuels.

12I return to the issue of units in Section 3.1.
13Some illustrative calculations: global conventional oil stocks are some 204 Gigatonnes but Coal around 1054 Giga-

tonnes (see OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 2019 and BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2019), implying that coal
and oil sequester around 2740 and 510 Gigatonnes of carbon each. Given that around 20 percent of emissions remain in
the atmosphere permanently, using these sources in their entirety would imply long-run increases in the stock of global
carbon in the order of 550 and 102 Gigatonnes. Given that the total increase in atmospheric carbon since the start of the
industrial era is around 200 Gigatonnes, any scenario in which global coal stocks are exhausted would leave the climate
so changed that mitigation policies would be an irrelevance.

14Mirroring Hassler et al. (2020), fuel i = 1 is conventional oil, an exhaustible resource produced by region M . So that
the input price of oil maps directly to global oil prices, I assume that the oil production technology is unimprovable.
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rm,i,t =
εm,i(1− χm,i,t)

η − 1

(
xm,i,t
x̄m,i,t

)η−1

=
εm,i(1− χm,i,t)

η − 1

(
pm,i,t
p̄m,i,t

)1−η
(5)

where η > 1, εm,i is a fuel-specific cost parameter, and χm,i,t is a government subsidy to research in

fuel i.15 For simplicity I assume that research subsidies do not vary, except for except for the green

technology. Without loss of generality, I therefore set χi,t = 0 for i 6= j.16 The return to scale in energy

research is thus 1/(η−1). It is not costless to hold technology at the reference level x̄i,t which one can

think of this as the cost of maintaining sufficient human capital to keep the current level of technology

fixed. This specification is a generalization of the log research function considered by Hassler et al.

(2020), which we recover in the limit as η → 1.

Energy: Energy-producing firms produce fuels and bundle them into energy. The production

function is CES with elasticity E = 1/(1− ρ).

Em,t =

(
n∑
i=1

λm,ie
ρ
m,i,t

)1/ρ

(6)

2.3 Energy supply

Climate mitigation policies (carbon taxes, production subsidies, and R&D subsidies) are region-specific

and collected from the energy producing firm. The input cost function for energy-producing firms is

given by:

c(e1,m,t, . . . , eN,m,t, p1,t, p2,m,t, . . . , pN,m,t) = (τm,tg1,m + p1,m,t) ei,m,t

+

n∑
i=2

(
(τm,tgi,m + (1− δi,m,t)pi,m,t) ei,m,t +

εi,m(1− χi,m,t)
η − 1

(
pi,m,t
p̄i,m,t

)1−η
)

(7)

Where p̄i,w,t, is the technologically-determined reference cost of production of fuel i in region m, and

δi,m,t and χi,m,t are the purchasing and R&D subsidies for fuel i in region m, which I assume are zero

except for i = j.

At any level of energy production, profit-maximizing firms will always minimize their costs. Thus,

15The idea here is that the government picks up a share χm,i,t of the bill for research, meaning that private re-
search expenditure, rm,i,t is a fraction 1− χm,i,t of total funding for research. Government subsidy expenditure is thus
(χm,i,t/(1− χm,i,t))× rm,i,t

16Note that a constant subsidy for any fuel can be captured by the level of εi.
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the output cost function for the energy-producing firm is:

C(E) = min
{e1,m,t,...,eN,m,t,p1,t,p2,m,t,...,pN,m,t}

c(e1,m,t, . . . , eN,m,t, p1,t, p2,m,t, . . . , pN,m,t)

s.t.

(
n∑
i=1

λm,ie
ρ
m,i,t

)1/ρ

= E

If E < η, this problem has an interior solution with first-order conditions:

ei,m,t
ej,m,t

=

(
λj p̂i,m,t
λip̂j,m,t

)−E
∀ i (8)

(1− δi,m,t)ei,m,t =
εi(1− χi,m,t)

p̄i,m,t

(
pi,m,t
p̄m,i,t

)−η
∀ i > 1 (9)

Where p̂i,m,t = τm,tgi+(1−δi,m,t)pi,m,t is the cost of production of fuel i inclusive of tax and subsidies.

If E ≥ η, then the cost-minimization problem does not have an interior solution. The intuition

is that if the returns to scale in research or the intra-fuel elasticity of substitution are too high the

research pays for itself. A firm can conduct research in just one fuel type, lowering the overall cost of

production if it is sufficiently easy to substitute into the cheaper fuel.

Rearranging equation 9 it is straightforward to show that ri,m,t ∝ ei,m,tpi,m,t. That is, research

spending is proportionate to expenditure on a given input. This is intuitive: because research low-

ers input costs, it makes sense to spend more on inputs which account for a larger share of firms’

expenditures. This is analogous to the “market size” effect which was first proposed by Acemoglu

(2002) and is common in the literature. This captures a similar idea, that because innovation is a

fixed cost, potential profits for innovators (and hence incentives for innovation) are higher in markets

where potential revenues are larger.

The resulting output cost function C(E) is downward-sloping and so the energy market is a natural

monopoly. I show this formally in Appendix A, but a replication argument can convey the point with

less algebra. As research is a fixed cost, a firm can scale up production at the same input prices

without changing research expenditure. But because the research cost is defrayed over more units, the

average cost falls. I also show that the monopoly supply of energy is interior only if 1) the elasticity

of demand is less than the inverse returns to scale in research (i.e. F = 1/(1 − σ) < η) and 2) that

the the monopolist’s price is capped by regulation. I assume that this price cap sets monopoly profits

to zero. This is the constrained first-best outcome under the constraint that the government does not

provide a subsidy to energy production or consumption.In this case, price equals average cost. That

is:

Pm,t =
C(Em,t)

Em,t
(10)

Note that the relative input shares are determined by the first-order conditions (8) and (9), which

are identical to those which would arise if the energy market were competitive. In other words, it is

only the quantity of energy supplied which is dependent on assumptions about how monopoly energy

supply is regulated; the composition of energy is independent of these.
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More broadly, the set-up of energy production features a number of simplifications relative to the

literature, most notably the functional form of the research cost function but also in other aspect

of energy production. These help keep the model lightweight enough that one can back out policies

which meet specific emissions targets. However, the reader may quite naturally have questions or

concerns about the importance of these modeling simplifications. These are addressed in Section 6,

where I show compare the policy response of this model to two other cutting-edge frameworks, showing

that these simplifications do not quantitatively affect the responses of emissions and energy usage to

policies.

2.4 Governments

Governments in regionsm = 1, . . . ,M−1 raise revenues from the carbon tax, and spend on subsidies for

production and R&D. For simplicity, I assume they run balanced budgets, rebating any excess revenue

from the carbon tax over expenditure on subsidies as a lump sum transfer Ωm,t (when Ωm,t < 0, a

lump-sum tax).

The government’s period budget constraint is:

Ωm,t + δj,m,ypj,m,tej,m,t +
χj,m,t

1− χj,m,t
rj,m,t =

N∑
i=1

τm,tgi,mei,m,t (11)

2.5 Households

Households in regions m = 1, . . . ,M − 1 sell labor and rent capital to firms. They receive lump

transfers Ωm,t from the government. Labor supply is inelastic and of size Lm,t. Capital depreciates

fully each period and preferences are logarithmic over consumption. The household’s problem is thus:

max
∞∑
t=0

βt logCm,t

s.t. Cm,t +Km,t+1 = wm,tLm,t + im,tKm,t + Ωm,t

The Euler equation is then:
Cm,t+1

Cm,t
= βim,t+1 (12)

Defining factor income Ŷm,t = wm,tLm,t + im,tKm,t, the ratio of transfers to factor income by Γm,t =

Ωm,t/Ŷm,t, and the savings rate as sm,t = Km,t+1/((1 + Γm,t)Ŷm,t) , this simplifies to.

1− sm,t+1

1− sm,t
=

αβ

sm,t(1 + Γm,t+1)
(13)

Note that if Γm,t = 0 then the savings rate is constant at sm,t = αβ. As is well known, a standard

growth model with log preferences, Cobb-Douglas production and full depreciation of capital will

deliver exactly this savings rate. But production is not Cobb-Douglas; rather, it is CES. So how

does this happen and why is Γt relevant? The important point is that the standard result arises
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not because aggregate production is Cobb-Douglas per se, but that household incomes come from

payments to factors employed in a Cobb-Douglas production function. Because the input to energy

production and research is the final good, rather than remunerated factor of production, households

receive no factor income from payments to energy. Their income comes only from payments to labor

and capital, which are factors in a Cobb-Douglas production function, as required. The exception is

when Ωt 6= 0. Because government taxes and subsidies are covered by payments to energy-producing

firms, government transfers are effectively partial factor payments to households from energy. In other

words, households derive some income from the non-Cobb-Douglas part of the production technology.

This also means that apparently simple static extensions, such as using household labor for energy

production or research, would have an important dynamic implication – a non-constant savings rate.

2.6 Trade in conventional oil

Production of conventional oil follows Hassler et al. (2020) identically. Region M is assumed to contain

the global stock of conventional oil, Rt. This is exchanged for final goods from other regions at the

global oil price p1,t, which are then consumed. Hassler et al. (2020) show that if households in the

oil-producing region have logarithmic preferences over consumption, then the oil-producing region sells

a fraction (1− β) of the stock of oil each period, consuming the proceeds.

Rt+1 = βRt (14)

CM,t = p1,t(1− β)Rt (15)

The global market clearing condition for oil is then

M−1∑
m=1

e1,t = (1− β)Rt (16)

2.7 Technological diffusion

Technological diffusion occurs within a country in two ways. First, within-fuel inter-temporal knowl-

edge spillovers. Progress in a given fuel technology enters into the public knowledge with a lag, and

is freely available to future energy-producing firms. The second is intra-fuel spillovers. This is the

idea that developments in one technology could have applications in others, such as when low-carbon

technologies reduce the costs of dirtier technologies.17 Intra-fuel spillovers matter because they pre-

vent one fuel from attaining an insurmountable technological lead. If intra-fuel spillovers are small,

the input share of the most efficient fuel will increase in the next period. This stimulates further

research and drives down costs of production, cementing the technological advantage of that fuel.

This is exactly the intuition behind the mechanism in Acemoglu et al. (2016), who show that tempo-

rary climate mitigation policies can lead to permanent changes in fuel shares in the long run. With

technological spillovers, advances in one fuel also pull down costs of production in others, preventing

runaway progress by one type of fuel.

17Fried (2018) cites the example of innovation in solar cells being used to provide light for oil rigs.
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Let pdm,i,t+1 be the input cost of fuel i in region m excluding imported technologies. I assume that

this follows
pdm,i,t+1

p̄m,i,t
=

(∏
k

(
pm,k,t
p̄m,k,t

)ρik)ω
(17)

That is, the increase in public knowledge about fuels i is a geometric weighted average of the rates

of increase in each of the other technologies, with weights given by the ρi,k. The ρij thus determine

the degree of inter-fuel technological spillovers. We can express these more succinctly as the matrix ρ,

the rows of which sum to unity. The parameter ω is a dampening parameter, affecting the aggregate

accumulation of technology. If some part of innovation is technology cannot be passed on – perhaps

because innovations are particularly well-adapted to a specific time and place – then one would set

ω < 1.

We can rewrite equation (17) more conveniently in logs.

log p̄dm,t+1 = (IN − ωρ) log p̄m,t + ωρ log pm,t (18)

Where pm,t = (p1,m,t, . . . , pN,m,t)
′ and so on.

Beyond the two types of domestic technological diffusion, there is also a third – international

technological diffusion, which is the main focus of this paper. This is modeled as incomplete catch-

up to international technology frontier. The vector of global fuel-specific frontier technologies is

p̄∗t = (p̄∗2,t, . . . , p̄
∗
2,t), where:

p̄∗i,t = min
m=1,...,M−1

p̄dm,i,t ∀ i (19)

Then the reference cost of production in each region is then a weighted average of domestic tech-

nological progress and catch-up to the international frontier.

log p̄m,t+1 = ζm log p̄∗t + (1− ζm) log pdm,t (20)

where ζm measures the region-specific speed of diffusion of advances in the global technological frontier.

If ζm = 1, learning from foreign advances is immediate, whereas if ζm = 0 it is so slow as to never

occur. For simplicity I outline only the case where ζm is a single number, but one can easily extend

this to allow for fuel-specific speeds of technological diffusion.

To summarize, the dynamics of technological change have both a domestic and an international

component. The domestic component is governed by ρ, the matrix of intra-fuel spillovers, and ω,

which determines the aggregate speed at which new technology becomes public. The international

component is that a fixed fraction of foreign knowledge filters through to each region, with the speed

varying region and measured by ζm.

2.8 The climate externality

The stock of atmospheric carbon St is a function of lagged global emissions Mt =
∑M

m=1Mm,t. Fol-

lowing Golosov et al. (2014), a fraction ϕL of emissions are assumed to remain in the atmosphere

permanently. Of what remains, a fraction 1− ϕ0 leaves the atmosphere immediately and the remain-
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der decays at rate ϕ.

St =
∞∑
u=0

(ϕL + (1− ϕL)ϕ0(1− ϕ)u)Mt−u (21)

This is also usefully written as:

St = Spermt + Stempt

where: Spermt = Spermt−1 + φLMt

Stempt = (1− φ)Stempt−1 + (1− φL)φ0Mt

The stock of atmospheric carbon drives global temperatures. The dynamics of global atmospheric

and oceanic temperatures are modeled as a coupled system. As in Hassler et al. (2020), this follows

the linear energy budget model in DICE/RICE. Denoting by Tt global average surface temperatures,

and by T oceant average deep oceanic temperatures, the relationship between the carbon stock and

temperature dynamics is given by:[
Tt

T oceant

]
=

[
Tt−1

T oceant−1

]
+

[
−σ1

(
ηc

λc + σ2

)
σ1σ2

σ3 σ3

][
Tt−1

T oceant−1

]
+

[
σ1

ηc

log 2 log
(
St−1

S̄

)
0

]
(22)

Where S̄ is the pre-industrial stock of atmospheric carbon and λc is the climate sensitivity. A doubling

of the stock of atmospheric carbon relative to pre-industrial levels will raise global temperatures by

λc.

The temperature drives a region-specific climate externality which affects aggregate production via

equation (1). As is standard, productivity declines are region-specific and quadratic in atmospheric

temperature:

log zm,t = −(φm0 + φm1 Tt−1 + φm2 (Tt−1)2) (23)

2.9 Equilibrium

The model is closed with the aggregate resource constraint:

Cm,t +Km,t + Pm,tEm,t = Ym,t (24)

Given region-specific policies {τm,t, δj,m,t, χj,m,t} and initial values {Km,0, p̄m,0}, global initial val-

ues {S0, T0, R0}, and exogenous variables {Am,t, Lm,t}, equilibrium is a sequence of global {St, Tt, Rt, p1,t,

{p∗i,t}Ni=2} and region-specific variables {Ym,t, Em,t, Cm,t,Km,t+1,Ωm,t, sm,t,Γm,t+1, im,t, wm,t, Pm,t, {ei,m,t,
pi,m,t, p

d
i,m,t, p̄i,m,t, ri,m,t}Ni=2} satisfying equations (1)-(6), (8)-(12), and (14)-(24).
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3 Calibration and baseline solution

I calibrate the model to have M = 12 regions. Region M is the oil-producing region, for which I use

OPEC countries. The other model regions are Asia-Pacific, China, European OECD, India, Japan,

Latin America and the Caribbean, other OECD, Russia, Sub-Saharan Africa, the USA, and Rest of

the World. I allow for N = 7 fuel types: conventional oil (imported from OPEC), coal, natural gas,

unconventional oil (e.g. from fracking, produced domestically), hydroelectic power, nuclear power,

and renewable fuels (mostly solar and wind, but also some biomass). As in Fried (2018), the time

period in the model is five years. Period 0 corresponds to 2015-2019 so when I fit to period 0 values,

the data uses the average of this time period for flow variables, and the level in 2015 for the stock.

3.1 Model calibration

Data sources. The main data source for the energy section is IEA World Energy Balances. This

provides detailed country-year data on fuel-specific energy inputs and their associated carbon dioxide

emissions, aggregate energy consumption (which differs from the supply of energy due to losses in

production and transmission of energy), and some data on input prices. Fuel consumption is expressed

in tonnes oil equivalent, a unit of energy, in line with the interpretation of ei,m,t. This also guarantees

that conversion of fuels with different energy intensities (e.g. types of coal or oil) are aggregated

appropriately. Total emissions from fossil fuel combustion averaging a little around 31 Gigatonnes

C02 per year in the initial period, all from fossil fuel combustion. This captures the overwhelming

majority of CO2 emissions.18 This data set includes some information on input prices, although

coverage is spotty, mostly focused on advanced economies. For regions with no price data, I use the

global average price for each fuel. The IEA data informs many of the region-specific parameters for

the energy sector.

Exogenous variables. Aggregate labor productivity and labor forces in each region are exogenous.

I use ILO labor force data to set the period 0 labor force, and ILO labor force projections to set the

growth rate in the first period. Thereafter, the growth rate of the labor force in all regions converges

smoothly to a long-run growth rate of zero (consistent with long-run UN population projections) at a

rate which guarantees that global population growth in 2070 is 0.2% (also a UN projection). In line

with Hassler et al. (2020), I assume that labor productivity in OECD countries grows at 0.75% per

year, and that non-OECD countries converge to a growth path that grows at the same rate but is 60

percent above current levels. Convergence occurs at a rate of 25 percent per decade. That is:

logAm,t =

logAm,t−1 + log(1 + 5× 0.0075) m is in OECD

logAm,t−1 + log(1 + 5× 0.0075) + 0.25(logAm,t−1 − log Ām,t−1) m not in OECD

Where: log Ām,t = log 1.6 + logAm,0 + log(1 + 5× 0.0075)t

18Other important sources of atmospheric carbon dioxide are cement production and land use. The former accounts
for around another 2 Gigatonnes of CO2 annually, and the latter in the order of 4 Gigatonnes although this is much
more uncertain. See Olivier et al. (2017).
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Common global parameters. Although some economic parameters vary by country, others are

held fixed. The elasticity of intra-fuel substitution is taken from the mid-point of the estimates of

Papageorgiou et al. (2017). Van der Werf (2008) provides estimates of the elasticity of substitution of

energy with a Cobb-Douglas capital-labor bundle across countries and industries, from which I take

the mean value. The concavity of the research production function η matches the returns to scale in

Acemoglu et al. (2016), which here is given by 1/(η − 1) ' 3.6 percent. This other key parameter

choices are summarized in Table 1.

Cross-fuel spillovers are assumed to be symmetric, with a fraction ρ̄ of future cost savings in any

one fuel type attributable to past research in the same fuel, and a fraction 1− ρ̄ coming from the other

N − 1 fuels collectively. The spillover matrix ρ thus has elements:

ρij =

ρ̄ i = j

1− ρ̄/(N − 1) i 6= j

The value of ρ̄ is set to 0.94, consistent with the estimates of Fried (2018).

For international technological spillovers ζm, I pick a baseline value of 0.45 for all regions and

technologies, in line with the seminal study on this topic, Eaton and Kortum (1999). They estimate

that the average lag between innovation and international adoption is around 11 years, implying a

five-year diffusion rate of 0.45. This is also consistent with Comin and Hobijn (2010), who estimate

that adoption lags for multiple new technologies, finding that those developed in the second half of

the 20th century are adopted between 5 and 16 years later than in countries where they are first

invented. A specific concern here might be that adoption of climate mitigation technologies are

somehow different and that using general measures of adoption speed is as a result inappropriate.

Fortunately, Dechezleprêtre et al. (2013) address exactly this question, finding no difference between

climate mitigation and other technologies. However, because ζm is such an important parameter for

this paper’s titular question, I later explore the sensitivity of my main results to changes in this

parameter.

To match the long-run decline in global energy intensity of output, I assume an exogenous secular

decline in the energy share parameter ν, replacing it with νm,t = (1 + gν)νm,t−1. Given the steady

annual decline in global energy intensity of around 1.5 percent per year since 1970, I assume that ν

decreases at a similar rate.

Climate physics. The parameters for the dynamic climate model are all taken directly from Hassler

et al. (2020), adjusting for differences in time period (five years here versus ten there). The long-run

climate sensitivity, λc is a crucial determinant of the long-run impact of climate change n global

temperatures. The meta-analysis of Meinshausen et al. (2009) estimates a median across a wide range

of climate models of 3, which I match here.

The initial and pre-industrial stocks of atmospheric carbon are set to standard values in the

literature, as are initial temperatures. The initial stock of conventional oil at the start of period 0 is

taken from proven reserves of conventional oil, which are published annually by OPEC. This indirectly

pins down β, via equation (16); international conventional oil demand must equal the fraction of the
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oil stock consumed by the oil-producing region. The resultant β is equivalent to a subjective annual

discount rate of 0.9 percent.

Object Value Rationale

Economic parameters
Intra-fuel elasticity of substitution, E 2.00 Mid-point of Papageorgiou et al. (2017)
Elasticity of energy demand, F 0.35 Consistent with Van der Werf (2008)
Research function parameter, η 28.88 Matches Acemoglu et al. (2016) at avg. gth.
Cross-fuel spillovers, ρ̄ 0.94 Matches Fried (2018) spillovers at avg. gth.
Persistence of innovation, ω 1.00 Fried (2018)
Rate of international technological diffusion, ζ 0.45 Eaton and Kortum (1999)
Discount rate, β 0.96 Matches global conventional oil supply
Change in energy share (percent annual), gν -0.02 Matches global energy share since 1970

Climate parameters
Persistence of atmospheric temp., σ1 0.22 Hassler et al. (2020)
Convergence of air to ocean temp., σ2 0.15 Hassler et al. (2020)
Permanent emissions share , σ3 0.02 Hassler et al. (2020)
Temporary emissions share, φL 0.20 Golosov et al. (2014)
Emissions decay rate, φ0 0.40 Golosov et al. (2014)
Convergence of ocean to air temp., φ 0.01 Golosov et al. (2014)
Long run climate sensitivity, λc 3.00 Meinshausen et al. (2009)
Short run climate sensitivity, ηc 1.85 Hassler et al. (2020)
Pre-industrial carbon stock (Gigatonnes), S̄ 581.00 Hassler et al. (2020)

Initial values
Carbon stock (Gigatonnes), S0 800.00 Golosov et al. (2014)
Permanent share of carbon stock, Sperm0 /S0 0.18 Hassler et al. (2020)
Conventional oil stock (Gigatonnes), R0 203.67 OPEC annual statistical bulletin, 2015
Atmospheric temp. vs. pre-industrial avg., T0 0.85 Hassler et al. (2020)
Oceanic temp. vs. pre-industrial avg., T ocean0 0.01 Hassler et al. (2020)

Table 1: Calibration of common and global parameters and initial conditions

Region-specific parameters The remaining parameters are region-specific, matching regional aggre-

gates and fuel-specific moments. As is standard, the energy share (taken from the IEA) and capital

share (from the IMF’s World Economic Outlook database) pin down νm and αm respectively. Where

data are unavailable, as is the case for the capital share, I use the global average. The costs of climate

change, which define the impact of the climate externality, are taken from the closest analogous regions

in Nordhaus (2010).

As production and research in the energy sector are jointly determined, so too are the production

and research parameters. Given an initial fuel-specific reference cost of production p̄m,i,0, the produc-

tion weights λm,i and research cost shifters εm,i are chosen to match input prices and fuel usages in the

IEA data. Price data are expressed relative to a unit of energy – dollars per ton oil equivalent. That

is, they measure the cost of using a given fuel type to produce the same energy as could be captured

from burning one ton of oil. Prices are thus true input costs, consistent with the model.

Given this method for choosing production parameters to match input costs and quantities, the

initial reference cost of production p̄m,i,0 thus determines the rate of technological improvement within
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each fuel. Fuel-specific data on efficiency seem to be available only for the United States, from the

Energy Information Administration’s Monthly Energy Review (EIA-MER). I thus pick p̄m,i,0 so that

period-0 fuel-specific input cost reductions in the model equal the efficiency gains from EIA-MER over

2015-2019. The implicit assumption here is that productivity gains in different regions have progressed

at approximately similar rates, even if the levels of the input costs are different. Of course, one could

improve on this assumption using country level data on fuel-specific productivities but the requisite

data do not appear to exist. Carbon intensities are computed as the ratio of carbon emissions to

consumption for each fuel from the IEA data.

The initial values for capital, Km,0, are chosen so that the capital stock is consistent with the

model’s savings rate in the past. The initial level of labor productivity, Am,0 then sets regional output

equal to the data.

Figure 1 summarizes the regional part of the model calibration, with the model matching the

high-level macro aggregates closely. Table 2 summarizes the targets used to determine the fuel- and

region-specific parameters, with specific values reported in Tables A.1-A.4 in Appendix B.

Object Target

Aggregate production
Capital share, αm Matches labor share of GDP
Energy share parameter, νm Matches energy expenditure share in GDP
Climate externality, φi From Nordhaus (2010)

Energy sector
Fuel-specific productivities, λm,i Matches IEA fuel consumption
Carbon intensities, gm,i Matches IEA aggregate emissions
Research cost parameter, εm,i Matches IEA input costs

Initial values
Capital stock, Km,0 Savings rate × Yt−1

Labor productivity, A0,m Matches output
Reference cost of production, p̄m,i,0 Matches EIA-MER productivity growth

Table 2: Targets for region-specific calibration parameters and initial conditions. See Appendix B for
further details.

Unmatched moments. The value of β is around 1 percent per year, consistent with standard values

in the literature. This is chosen to match global supply and demand of conventional oil, and so its

agreement with standard values represents an independent check on the model’s goodness of fit.

Two other unmatched moments are also useful quantitative validation of the model. First, the

equilibrium oil price. The period 0 equilibrium oil price is $528 per ton, or $72 per barrel.19 The

average during 2015-2019 was a little less than $60. There is no parameter in the model targeting this

moment – the real oil price is pinned down by a fixed global supply curve, and regional demands by

the degree of substitutability with other fuels. That the global oil price is even close to the data is a

success.

The other unmatched moment is the share of research in expenditures. The model imposes a

19Regional GDP is expressed in real 2012 US dollars, setting this as the numeraire for all other prices
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Energy price, 2012 US dollars per tonne oil equivalent Labor share Energy share

Annual GDP, trillion 2012 US dollars Annual emissions, gigatons CO2 Annual energy consumption, gigatonnes oil equivalent
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Figure 1: Select region-specific calibration targets.

tight link between returns to scale and the share of energy expenditures that are accounted for by

research: a fraction 1/(η−1) of all energy expenditures go to fund research, around 3.5 percent in this

calibration, or – given energy shares in GDP which of around 15 percent – approximately 0.5 percent

of GDP. Data from the IEA’s World Energy Report suggests that this is perhaps a little high, as they

imply a figure of around 0.17 percent of world GDP in 2018. However, these data only capture public

and publicly-reported private R&D expenditures, so may be a lower bound on the true value. Broader

measures of R&D expenditures provide a top-down alternative, with UN data estimating that around

2.1 percent of GDP is spent on research of all kinds. Under the assumption that research in energy is

a similar share of expenditure to the economy as a whole, this should be comparable to the share of

energy spending which goes to research, the 3.5 percent mentioned earlier. So the value in the model

remains perhaps a little higher than ideal, but if energy is a more research-intensive sector than others

(as seems plausible) this might not be a bad approximation. Given that this parameter is already

constrained to meet data on returns to scale in research, it is at least reassuring that it is not wildly

divergent from the data.

3.2 Laissez-faire solution

I start by solving the model under laissez-faire. That is, with no carbon taxes or green energy subsidies.

To isolate the impact of endogenous technical change, I also solve a version of the model with fuel-
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neutral exogenous technical change, where the input prices of all fuels decline exogenously at the

rate of labor productivity growth (except conventional oil, whose price remains determined by global

markets). The resulting paths for temperature and emissions are shown in Figure 2. The results from

the exogenous technical change model are very closely aligned with other global integrated assessment

models. Both Golosov et al. (2014) and Hassler et al. (2020) project a temperature increase of around

7 degrees Celsius – a catastrophic change in climate by any measure – and Golosov et al. (2014) annual

emissions in 2200 of around 600 Gt CO2. This is a useful check that despite the greater detail in terms

of regions, fuel, and time frequency, the starting point for this framework is still consistent with the

literature.

The addition of endogenous technical change to the model reduces emissions slightly over the

model horizon, lowering the final temperature by a fraction of one degree. In other words, endogenous

technical change per se is climate-neutral. Until around 2100, baseline endogenous technological change

is increasingly dirty – global average emissions per unit of energy increase by almost one third. This is

largely driven by increasing efficiency in coal, particularly in China. Innovation is a function of market

size, and given that coal in China is by far the largest fuel market, innovations to technologies that

increase the efficiency of coal usage have enormous potential scope. Without offsetting public policies,

incentives to innovate in coal usage are thus very high, driving usage and emissions (see Figures A.1

and A.2 in Appendix B.2).

In the second half of the simulation, though, the composition of energy starts to shift more towards

renewables (Figure A.2), eventually offsetting the increase in emissions intensity up to 2100. This is

due to innovation in renewables, especially in Europe where the renewable energy share is a large

enough encourage cost-saving innovation. Over time this increases the market for renewables, both in

Europe but also elsewhere as improvements diffuse worldwide.

Figure A.1 also shows the different growth paths for the various regions. The most important

sources of geographic heterogeneity are due to population growth and the climate externality. These

typically act in opposite directions as warmer regions more often have higher population growth. But

because the marginal cost of higher temperature is increasing, ongoing climate change acts as a larger

drag on growth.20 For example, sub-Saharan Africa has higher population growth than Russia, but a

more severe productivity loss from climate change.

4 The domestic impact of climate mitigation policies

I now use the model to simulate outcomes under partially successful global climate policies. I divide

this exercise into two stages, covered in this section and the next. In this section, I consider the

domestic impact in the emissions-reducing regions: describing plausible emission reduction targets

for Europe and China and discussing the economics behind the different policy combinations which

achieve them (after all, the model allow for three different climate change mitigation policies). This

analysis is important not only in its own right, but also because different ways of achieving emissions

20A region-specific and often quadratic productivity-temperature relationship is common in the literature (Tol (2002),
Nordhaus (2017)) and is consistent with evidence that productivity is a concave function of temperature (for example,
Burke et al. (2015))
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Figure 2: Global outcomes under laissez-faire.

targets can imply different technological spillovers to the rest of the world. Then, in Section 5, I

analyze the mapping from these policies to global temperatures and global economic activity.

4.1 Domestic emissions targets

I consider a scenario where emissions which decline to 10 percent of their current levels for China

and the European OECD model regions by 2060 and 2050 respectively, and remain at those levels

thereafter. This is broadly consistent with announced policy plans.21 Most European OECD countries

are members of the European Union, and so committed to its goal of net zero emissions by 2050. Those

that are not EU members have similar goals of their own (e.g. the UK). Consistent with announced

plans, I also require that Chinese emissions peak in 2030. These targets imply similar per capita

emissions for the two regions; China’s lower per capita energy usage is almost exactly offset by a

higher emissions intensity.

The specific target emissions paths are shown in Figure 3a. The mapping from regional emissions

cuts to global temperatures is dependent on two effects. The first is a direct effect. China and OECD

Europe account for around 40 percent of global emissions, so their reductions have a sizable impact

on global temperatures. This direct effect is a result purely of emissions reductions in China and

Europe and so is independent of the policies used to attain those reductions. Figure 3b shows this

direct effect, recomputing global temperatures with lower emissions in China and OECD Europe but

holding them fixed elsewhere. In line with the consensus view that regional policies are insufficient

21That emissions fall to 10 percent rather than exactly zero is for technical convenience, preventing marginal product
of inputs from becoming infinite. Other interpretations are that this represents either a small overshoot of the target, or
that thirty years from now carbon capture and storage is able to remove a small amount of CO2 from the atmosphere.
Moreover, relative to laissez-faire, where emissions are increasing rapidly, the cuts are even larger – reducing emissions
by over 96 percent in 2050.
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to avoid catastrophic climate change, the effect is small – reducing temperatures by only around 1.5

degrees Celsius in 2200.

But there is also an important indirect channel. Technical change induced by policies in China

and OECD Europe spill over to other regions, altering production possibility frontiers worldwide. A

necessary first step in analyzing this channel is to discuss the policy mix in emissions-reducing regions.

Emissions reductions can be achieved through different combinations of taxes and subsidies, and not

all such policies have the same effect on the direction of future technological change. For example, a

greater reliance on research subsidies will induce more technical change (and hence more international

spillovers) than spending the same resources on production subsidies. How this indirect channel affects

emissions in other regions – and thus global temperatures – is therefore a function not only of the

magnitude of the emissions reduction in Europe and China, but also mix of policies used to do so.

(a) Emissions targets. (b) Global temperatures.

Figure 3: Policy scenario. OECD Europe and China reduce cut emissions 90 percent by 2050 in line
with announced plans.

4.2 Policies in emissions-reducing regions

I consider three candidate policy strategies to hit emissions targets. The first, a carbon tax only, where

revenues are rebated to households lump sum. The other two are fiscally-neutral, where the proceeds

of the carbon tax are funneled into either an green research subsidy, χmj,t, or a green energy production

subsidy, δmj,t. For clarity, charts will label these experiments (1), (2), and (3) respectively. All three

policy experiments of course deliver the same emissions paths.

Being able to back out the exact policies which deliver these emissions targets is one of the payoffs

from assuming full depreciation of capital and log household utility. The computational strategy for

inferring policies to meet emissions targets is discussed in more detail in Appendix D.2. However, the

basic idea is to first fix the fractions of government expenditure on the two production subsidies and

then search for the tax and subsidy policies that simultaneously hit the target path for emissions and

balance the budget. Because the global oil price depends on global oil demand, policies in one region
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affect contemporaneous outcomes everywhere else. Thus one needs to solve the full global general

equilibrium model for each candidate policy in the search. With a fixed savings rate this can be

done period-by-period, so the exercise reduces to repeatedly solving a four-dimensional root-finding

problem, which can be done by multiple bisection.22 With a non-constant savings rate, the solution

in each period would affect not only subsequent periods, but also previous periods – making this a

highly non-linear 136-dimensional problem which is, for all practical purposes, impossible to solve.

(a) China (b) OECD Europe

Figure 4: Carbon taxes required to meet emissions targets. Numbers in parenthesis refer to policy
experiments, consistent across charts.

(a) China (b) OECD Europe

Figure 5: Balanced budget subsidies required to meet emissions targets. Numbers in parenthesis refer
to policy experiments, consistent across charts.

Figures 4 and 5 show the policies required to hit the emissions targets in Figure 3a. Figure

22The four equations are the emissions and budget balance targets in each region and the four controls the taxes and
subsidies in each region.
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A.4 in Appendix B.2 shows the resulting impact on household consumption. Looking first at the

tax-only policy experiment – labeled (1) in figures – we see that taxes in both regions are initially

low – remaining at or below $100 per ton CO2 in the first twenty or so years of the simulation –

before increasing sharply as emissions decline. In addition, taxes in China are lower than in Europe.

Endogenously directed technical change plays an important role in shaping the effectiveness of policies

even without an explicit subsidy for green research. We can see this by comparing to the version of the

model where technical change is exogenous and fuel-neutral. In this case, the carbon tax required to

meet the same emissions target is much higher in the longer term, remaining at over $200 per ton even

in 2200. This difference occurs because with endogenous technical change, the carbon tax stimulates

a shift towards towards green technologies in the medium and long-run, allowing taxes to be reduced

much sooner.

Next, consider the case when tax revenues are spent on research subsidies, labeled (2) in figures.

As shown in Figure 5, very high research subsidy rates are attainable, simply because carbon tax

revenues are large and green energy research is small. The short term impact of subsidies is small;

carbon taxes are very similar with and without subsidies prior to their peak. But over time, these

subsidies shift technological change towards green fuels, reducing the peak carbon tax needed to meet

regional emissions target by around one quarter to one third. In the longer run this also allows carbon

taxes to be eliminated much more quickly – around 25 years sooner than under that tax-only case.

Research subsidies also mitigate the short-term welfare costs of climate change mitigation. Because

they lower the cost of energy (and also because they permit lower future carbon taxes), household

consumption falls by much less when carbon tax revenues are used to fund research subsidies, compared

to a lump-sum rebate to households (Figure A.4 in Appendix B.2 ). In the long run, though, household

consumption is higher for all climate mitigation policies simply because lower global temperatures

reduce the impact of the climate externality.

Finally, we turn to the case when carbon tax revenues are spent on subsidies for purchases of green

energy, labeled (3) in figures. In the short term, green research and purchasing subsidy expenditures

are near-perfect substitutes, initially hitting the emissions targets with almost-identical carbon taxes.23

But the dynamic responses are very different. I discuss this difference further in the next section when

I compare the policies more formally. However, the intuition is simple. The immediate effects of

production and R&D subsidies are very similar simply because they each redirect a similar amount of

carbon tax revenue into consumers’ pockets in the form of cheaper clean energy. But because R&D

subsidies act through the technological component of input prices, their effect spills over to subsequent

periods, raising the level of reference technology in future and lowering green energy prices in all future

periods. In contrast, production subsidies provide little incentive for energy firms to innovate in green

technology – green inputs are already cheap, so the marginal cost of savings from further research

is much smaller, reducing inter-temporal spillovers. As a result, the future carbon tax can be barely

reduced at all. In fact, the purchasing subsidy is so inefficient that households would prefer the higher

consumption path under the tax-only policy (especially in China, see Figure A.4).

23The large differences in the subsidy rates arises only because the eligible subsidy bases are of different magnitudes.
Research is a fraction of the total cost of green energy and so similar expenditures on research and production subsidies
entail very different subsidy rate.
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4.3 The economics of domestic climate mitigation policies

Here, I discuss the economics behind the findings of the previous section, answering four important

questions about the policy packages in the two emissions-reducing regions. These are: Why are

subsidies ineffective in the short term? Why does the carbon tax rise so sharply in the medium term?

Why are carbon taxes lower in China? And why are research subsidies more effective than production

subsidies in the medium run?

To answer these questions, in Appendix C I develop a dynamic partial equilibrium model of the

energy sector in a single country. This is a useful approximation for understanding the domestic

impact of policies in the full model as it is very transparent, allowing for closed form solutions for the

dynamic impulse responses to policy changes. These can be used to decompose of the effects of policy

into its key channels, and highlight which parameters matter for the main conclusions. Hence, it is a

useful vehicle for building economic intuition, which the the purpose for which i use it here.

Despite abstracting from important general equilibrium effects, the resulting framework still proves

to be a good approximation to the dynamic effects of domestic policy. So in Section 4.4 I use this

approximation to provide a complement to this intuition, building a full quantitative decomposition

of the dynamic impact of policy in emissions-reducing regions.

4.3.1 Why are subsidies ineffective in the short term?

The near-term impact of subsidies is very small, barely reducing at all the requisite carbon tax in the

first few decades (see Figure 4). To understand why, it is helpful to examine the contemporaneous

marginal impact of a carbon tax and a production subsidy in the partial equilibrium setting. These

are:24
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The only new notation here is are two weights: wi,t the weight of fuel i in expenditure and wMi,t
the weight of fuel i in emissions. The other key parameters are ones we have seen before: E is the

intra-fuel elasticity of substitution, F the elasticity of demand, η the curvature of the research cost

function, and gi the pollution intensity – the latter of which reflects the fact that the carbon tax relies

on the carbon intensity of the fuel in question.

Equations (25) and (26) allow a decomposition of the impact of policy into two channels: the change

24These formulas are linear approximations, exact at τt = 0. In Appendix C I give general closed-form solutions for
marginal impulse responses at all carbon tax rates. However, the formula are clearest when τt = 0, i.e. for the first dollar
of carbon tax, or a subsidy without a carbon tax. I thus use this example for exposition. I also focus on the production
subsidy as representative of the two subsidies here as the contemporaneous effect of a research subsidy is very similar.
Given that we are only thinking about the domestic impact of policies, I also suppress the region-specific index m.
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in the composition of energy and the change in the total energy consumption. These two channels

have an important economic interpretation – the first is driven by relative prices of inputs and the

second by their average price, akin to the familiar substitution and income effects in a consumer choice

problem. Together these channels determine the overall response of emissions.

This decomposition immediately makes clear the most obvious difference between the two policies;

that the two channels go the same way for a carbon tax (both negative) but oppose each other for the

subsidy. This is because both policies increase the relative price of dirty fuels, causing a substitution

into cleaner fuels, but only the carbon tax raises the average price, driving a reduction in total energy

consumption. In contrast, the green energy subsidy lowers the cost of energy overall, increasing energy

consumption. This means that a green energy subsidy is a less effective tool than a carbon tax in

meeting an emissions target. Indeed, if the elasticity of demand F is high enough (or the elasticity of

substitution E low enough) green energy subsidies can boost emissions, necessitating a higher carbon

tax to hit the emissions target.

There is a second important factor that these formulas highlight: that effect of a subsidy is propor-

tionate to the the size of the green energy sector, wj,t. In most regions this is currently low, and while

subsequent green technical change may cause this to grow, this seriously constrains the effectiveness

of the green energy subsidy in the model in the short term (which is calibrated to hit national energy

shares). Indeed, this explains why the subsidies are ineffective in the model even though the choice

of parameters means that the composition channel is large and the quantity effect small (recall: the

elasticity of substitution E = 2 is much larger than the elasticity of demand F = 0.35).

Two other points are worth noting from these formulas. First, that the induced innovation multi-

plier for each policy is the same: η/(η−E) for the composition channel, and η/(η−F ) for the quantity

channel.25 This is because the indirect incentives for innovation are similar. Innovation is induced by

an increase in the cost share of a particular fuel (equivalent to the “market size” in Acemoglu et al.

(2016) and Fried (2018)); the more that energy–producing firms spend on a particular input, the more

incentive they have to save costs by innovating in the use of that input. This multiplier is a function

of returns to scale in research; at lower returns to scale (i.e. larger η) this multiplier decreases and

limits to 1 as η →∞.

Second, that the quantity channel explains why subsidies, even if ineffective in reducing emissions,

can mitigate the welfare costs of climate mitigation policies in the short term. By lowering consumers’

energy costs, subsidies allow higher energy consumption (seen in the positive quantity effect). This

can partly offset the reduction in energy consumption due to higher carbon taxes (seen in the negative

quantity effect), and explains why subsidies can raise household consumption (see Figure A.4 in

Appendix B.2).

4.3.2 Why does the carbon tax rise so sharply in the medium term?

A common feature of the policies required in both China and Europe is the very sharp increase the

carbon tax rates required to reduce emissions in the medium term. Of course, part of this is because

25The (η − 1)/η = 1 − 1/η terms adjust for the fraction of the final energy price which is due to research, which is
always 1/η.
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the decline in emissions is quite steep. But this is not the whole story; the increase in taxes is

disproportionately larger than the decline in emissions. Peak to trough, emissions in both regions fall

by around a factor of ten. Over the same period, taxes increase by a factor of thirty. This is the result

of a fairly simple static effect: that the marginal effectiveness of the carbon tax decreases as it gets

higher. And so ever higher taxes are needed to meet ambitious emission reduction targets.

Three mutually reinforcing mechanisms drive this. First, because the carbon tax deters pollution,

the base for the tax shrinks. Thus, reducing emissions by a given volume requires ever higher percent-

age increases in post-tax input costs. Second, because taxes themselves drive up post-tax input costs,

a given percentage increase in input costs requires a larger increase in carbon taxes. Third, at high

carbon taxes, input costs become almost proportional to the tax for all dirty fuels. As a result, the

carbon tax no longer discriminates between different dirty fuel types, and suppressing the composition

effect within dirty fuels.

Figure 6 illustrates this point, computing the static (i.e. within-period) response of emissions and

input usage to a carbon tax in the initial period in China. The marginal effectiveness of the first dollar

of a carbon tax is highly effective, but this declines sharply, particularly once the tax is over $100

per ton (Figure 6a). A carbon tax of around $300 is required to deliver reductions in the order of 90

percent, i.e. roughly the peak of the policy path in Figure 4a.

The reason that the carbon tax is so effective at low levels is that it discriminates very sharply

between different fuel types. In particular, even small carbon taxes cause a very notable drop in coal

usage (Figure 6b). To understand why this happens, equation (25) is once more useful, in particular

the composition channel which relies on two factors. The first is the weight of the fuel in emissions

wMi,t . The inclusion of this is purely mechanical, as the impact on emission of a given percentage change

in fuel usage scales with the share of emissions. The second is the implicit subsidy to the fuel under

laissez-faire, gi/p̂i,t. Literally, gi/p̂i,t is the number of tonnes of CO2 that a single dollar can put into

the atmosphere; if CO2 were the intentional output of energy it would be the productivity of a given

fuel. But because the social benefit of CO2 is negative, we can also interpret gi/p̂i,t as the implicit

subsidy on pollution (up to addition of a constant). That this shows up in the marginal response of

fuel usage is due to the Pigouvian nature of the carbon tax; by taxing the source of pollution directly

it offsets the implicit subsidy on pollution. At around four times the next-worst fuel, coal has by far

and away the highest implicit subsidy gi/p̂i,t. Put simply, coal is dirty (gi is high) and cheap (p̂i,t

is low). Thus, the marginal effect of low carbon taxes on coal (and hence emissions) is very large.

Table A.5 in Appendix C provides a full decomposition of the first dollar of the carbon tax into the

composition and quantity channels for each fuel, laying out this arithmetic explicitly.

However, at higher taxes, the carbon tax fails to discriminate between the different dirty fuels. The

post-tax price is mostly tax, so a one dollar increase in the tax produces the same percent increase in

the price of all fuels. As a result, the usage of all dirty fuels decline in constant proportion at high

tax rate (see again Figure 6b). This declining marginal effectiveness of the tax is why it has to rise so

sharply to squeeze out the last bit of fossil fuels being used.

The steeply declining effectiveness of the carbon tax also has implications for how we view policy

recommendations when there is model uncertainty. The near-zero elasticity of emissions with respect
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to the tax means that if the model is slightly mis-specified (i.e. if the line in Figure 6a is slightly

higher or lower) then the carbon tax required to hit a given emissions target will vary considerably.

In contrast, there is less uncertainty about the tax required to meet a less ambitious emissions target.

This means that one should not fixate on the peak of the carbon tax shown in Figure 4, but instead the

low and slowly growing level in the first decade or so. This basic intuition not special to this model, but

applies more broadly to other models with carbon taxes. Indeed, it helps to understand why there is

enormous variation in the optimal carbon tax in the literature, as small changes in emission-reduction

targets imply huge differences in the requisite tax.26

(a) Emissions (b) Inputs

Figure 6: Static responses to a carbon tax, China.

4.3.3 Why are carbon taxes lower in China?

Figure 4 shows that the requisite emission-reducing taxes in China are substantially lower than in

OECD Europe. Once more, equation (25) can help us understand why. The intensive usage of coal in

China, accounting for around two thirds of all energy, generates a correlation between the emissions

share wi,t and the implicit subsidy gi/p̂i,t. As a result, the composition channel in China is much

stronger than in Europe, and so the same emissions reductions can be accomplished with smaller

lower tax increases. More intuitively, China has a much larger carbon tax base and so can generate

the same reduction in emissions with much smaller increases in the tax itself.

4.3.4 Why are research subsidies more effective than production subsidies?

Another notable feature of Figure 4 is that spending tax revenue on research subsidies is much more

effective than spending on production subsidies, in the sense that it permits a larger and sooner

reduction in carbon taxes. This seems like a potentially policy-relevant finding, so here I walk through

the drivers of this a little more. The key intuition is that the contemporaneous effects of research and

26These range from just $6 in Nordhaus (2014b) to $85 in Stern and Stern (2007) and even higher (e.g. Council
(2013)). See the survey in Van den Bergh and Botzen (2015) for further details.
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production subsidies are near-identical. But because a production subsidy introduces a wedge between

productivity and firms’ input costs, it does not incentivize research to the same extent. This causes a

difference in the dynamic responses, as future research gains build on past research effort. Over time,

this difference can become quite large, resulting in the differences seen in Figure 4.

Again, a partial equilibrium approximation can make this clearer. As I show in Appendix C, the

response of aggregate energy usage and emissions to the two types of subsidy are in fixed proportion:27
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This means that the two subsidy policies are substitutes at rate (η − 1)(1 − χj,t)/(1 − δj,t), in the

following sense: a change in policy which simultaneously reduces (increases) the purchasing subsidy

by one percentage point and increases (reduces) in the research subsidy by (η − 1)(1− χj,t)/(1− δj,t)
percentage points has no effect on contemporaneous aggregate emissions and energy.

Of course, such a policy change might be expensive. To understand the fiscal impact, we can

compute the marginal effect on the government surplus st if they increase research subsidies and

reduce purchasing subsides in the proportions which leave aggregate variables unchanged.
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This is typically very small, and exactly zero when χj,t = δj,t. So an extra dollar of public

expenditure on either policy will have very similar effects, and identical ones when research and

production subsidies are equal. In this sense, research and production subsidies are perfect policy

substitutes. Switching between the two at the appropriate rate will leave not only environmental and

economic outcomes unchanged but also the fiscal position as well.

To understand the intuition for this result, note first that the marginal impact of a higher subsidy

on post-subsidy costs is nonlinear. This is true for any subsidy: a one percentage point increase in

the subsidy rate reduces relative costs by one percent if applied to an initial rate of zero, but by 2

percent if subsidies already over half of costs. And so a one percent increase in both subsidy rates

has the same impact on the costs of production and research only if they are equal, i.e. δj,t = χj,t.

But this only really replaces one question with another: conditional on initial subsidy rates being the

same, why do marginal changes in the two subsidies have the same real impact? The answer is that

two opposing effects distinguish a dollar spent on research subsidies from a dollar spent on production

subsidies. These effects happen to offset identically in the model. The first effect is that a dollar of

research subsidy goes much further than a dollar of production subsidy. Whereas production subsidies

apply to all energy spending, research subsidies only apply to the component of energy costs accounted

for by research. Thus, the same dollar can fund a much bigger increase in the research subsidy rate.

Because the research share of energy costs is 1/(η − 1), a dollar of subsidy can fund a reduction in

27Again, I focus on the case where τt = 0, for transparency
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research costs that is η−1 times as large as if spent on production subsidies. The second effect is that

a one percent improvement in research efficiency does not lower production costs by one percent, but

instead by the returns to scale in research, 1/(η − 1). Thus, relative to a production subsidy, a dollar

of research subsidy can fund a reduction in research costs that is η− 1 times as large but has an effect

η − 1 times smaller. the effects offset identically. That the research share and returns to research are

correlated makes sense: higher returns mean that firms want to spend a higher fraction of costs of

research. That they are a similar size is not empirically unreasonable, as discussed in Section 3.1.

There is also a dynamic effect from changing subsidy policy. A sufficient statistic for the future

fuel mix is the relative input costs of clean and dirty fuels, pj,t/pi,t, which determines future relative

input prices. A change in subsidy policies leaving Et,Mt unchanged will alter this as follows:
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So the research subsidy lowers the future cost of green fuels relative to dirty ones by more than a

purchasing subsidy. This happens despite identical quantity responses because the production subsidy

acts as a wedge between the input cost and production (i.e. technological) cost of the green fuel.

And although both policies induce some green innovation, the effect of the research subsidy is entirely

through this channel. These differences compound over time, affecting the whole future path of

technological progress.28

Overall, this analysis explains why research subsides are much more effective than production

subsidies. The contemporaneous effects of the two policies is similar, and identical when research and

production are subsidized at the same rate. However, this is dwarfed by the dynamic effect, which

compounds over time to make research subsidies wildly more effective.29

4.4 Decomposing the dynamic effect of policies: domestic impact

To understand more precisely the exact dynamic effect of policies, Figure 7 and Figure A.3 (in Ap-

pendix B.2) use the impulse responses of the partial equilibrium setting to provide a quantitative

policy decomposition of the change in emissions and energy usage until 2100 in the most successful

policy experiment discussed above; that where carbon tax revenues are used to fund research subsidies

28Indeed, I show in Appendix C that if intra-fuel spillovers are weak, one fuel can attain an insurmountable technological
lead, with a self-reinforcing circle of ever-increasing energy share stimulating ever-higher research driving down costs of
production more and more. This is in fact exactly the intuition behind the mechanism in Acemoglu et al. (2016), who
show that temporary climate mitigation policies can lead to permanent changes in fuel shares in the long run. With
sufficiently large technological spillovers, advances in one fuel drive down costs of production in the others, leading to
common movements in production costs and preventing runaway progress in one fuel type. In a special case of the partial
equilibrium model, it is possible to provide a specific lower bound on the degree of spillovers, expressed in terms of the
eigenvalues of the spillover matrix. See Appendix C.4 for details.

29One obvious question is: why not also show a simulation where χj,t = δj,t always? After all, this would produce
the largest contemporaneous effect on emissions. The answer is that because the dynamic effect is so much larger than
any contemporaneous differences between the policies, that only differences in χj,t matter and this exercise ends up
almost exactly halfway between experiments (2) and (3). Including this as a fourth option throughout would add more
complexity than insight.
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(labeled (2) in Figures).

To calculate the policy decomposition, in each period, I compute the partial equilibrium impulse

response due to the policy changes in that period relative to laissez-faire, using a finite difference

method to build up nonlinear impulse responses from the linear approximations. The sum of these

period-policy specific impulse responses defines the total partial equilibrium response.30 the results of

this exercise are very close to the general equilibrium outcomes (see “approximation error” in Figures

7 and A.3).31 Within each policy, I distinguish between the three channels discussed above: the static

composition and quantity effects, and the (dynamic) induced technical change. These are important

because they changes in three fundamental economic concepts, respectively: the relative prices of

fuels, the average price of fuels, and incentives for research. Moreover, these channels are the primary

avenues through which key parameters to impact policy conclusions: the elasticity of substitution E
principally drives the composition effect, the elasticity of demand F impacts the quantity effect, and

the convexity of the research cost function η determines induced technical change.

In both China and OECD Europe, the contemporaneous impact on emissions of the carbon tax

far outweighs that of the research subsidy in all periods. This is just the mechanisms discussed in

Section 4.3.1 at work; the contemporaneous impact of the carbon tax is large because it discriminates

sharply between fuels, and that of the subsidy small because the expenditure weight of green energy

is small. This is reflected in Figure 7 by the large static composition effect of the carbon tax – the

quantity effect is almost zero.

The dynamic effects of the tax and subsidy policies, however, are much more similar. Because the

research subsidy directly targets the technological component of input costs, it induces a technolog-

ical response similar to that of the carbon tax, despite a much smaller contemporaneous impact on

quantities. As a result, the emissions impact of technological change induced by research subsidies

and carbon taxes is of approximately the same size, evidenced by the similar sizes of the green and

brown bars in Figure 7. In other words, spending carbon tax revenues on research subsidies roughly

doubles the induced emissions effect versus the carbon tax alone.

The impact on energy consumption (the partial equilibrium proxy for changes in household con-

sumption) is a very different, with research subsidies and carbon taxes operating in different directions,

and the research subsidy explaining almost all the long-run improvement in household consumption

in the medium run (see Figure A.3). The difference versus the emissions responses reflects their differ-

ing importance of the energy composition and quantity channels. Whereas the composition channel

is crucial for emissions, it is irrelevant for total energy use – literally, pure composition changes are

by definition orthogonal to quantity changes. Hence the absence of the purple bars in Figure A.3.

Because the carbon tax raises the price of energy overall, it reduces total energy consumption both

contemporaneously and – by lowering the overall level of energy technology – in future. In contrast,

30Of course, one could do a similar experiment using the full general equilibrium model, building up the impulse
responses by re-solving the model with each policy turned on and off in each region and period. But even with just two
regions, two active policies, and almost forty periods, this quickly becomes computationally burdensome. In contrast,
the partial equilibrium approach solves almost instantly on a modern laptop with only a small approximation error.
Appendix C explains the policy decomposition method in more detail.

31This error term includes both within-region general equilibrium effect via aggregate demand, international pecuniary
spillovers via the global oil price, and the climate externality.
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the research subsidy permanently lowers the price of energy overall, acting against the impact of the

carbon tax increasing energy consumption, especially in the long run.

In summary, this exercise makes it clear why the carbon tax plus research subsidy program is so

effective. The carbon tax acts to quickly reduce emissions in the short term and induce green technical

in future, but comes at the cost of making energy more expensive for households. The research subsidy

is less effective at reducing emissions in the short-term, but has a long-run impact equal to that of the

carbon tax. The short-term value of the research subsidy comes from cushioning welfare cost of the

carbon tax by lowering the cost of energy.
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Figure 7: Policy decomposition of changes in emissions relative to laissez-faire for a tax with R&D
subsidies, experiment (2). Using analytical impulse responses from a partial equilibrium approximation
to the model, the impact of each policy is divided into three channels: static composition and quantity
effects, and the dynamic induced technical change effect.

5 The impact of international technological spillovers

I now turn to the global impact of the regional emissions-reducing policies.

5.1 Global temperature response to regional policies

First, in Figure 8a, I report the global temperature paths associated with the different policy combi-

nations discussed in the previous section. The most obvious point to note is that no matter how China

and Europe achieve their emissions reductions, the effect of international technological spillovers is

very large, especially in the long run. Even the worst case – when emissions are reduced through a

carbon tax alone – temperatures in 2200 are reduced by nearly another 2 degrees beyond that due to

the reduction in emissions in Europe and China alone.
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A crucial mechanism here common to all policies is the elimination of Chinese demand as a driver

of greater efficiency in coal usage. As a result, in the model China drives global innovation in coal

technologies, with coal input costs on average around 10 percent below the next cheapest region (see

Figure 8b). In the laissez-faire scenario, this innovation is a negative externality, as it diffuses to other

regions and reduces the cost of pollution worldwide. Because the carbon tax common to all three

policy experiments reduces demand for coal, incentives to innovate are greatly reduced. By 2050,

China is no longer driving global productivity improvements in coal (the line in Figure 8b crosses the

x-axis) and this negative technological externality is eliminated.

In the next section I give a more precise accounting of the role of coal innovation in driving

of these spillovers. But given the importance of this channel, it is natural to wonder immediately

exactly what coal-specific technologies might potentially be dissuaded by the vrious policy packages.

The model is too general to make specific predictions on this point. And in any case, forecasting

new technologies many decades is highly speculative. That said, one can easily imagine a number

of possible developments which might reduce the cost of producing energy from coal. For instance,

automation might allow faster and cheaper mining; or improvements in communication or transport

reduce shipping and storage costs; or improved materials science reduce wear and maintenance costs

for coal power plants. Perhaps more convincing than speculating on particular advances, though, is the

more general point. That is, that the the Chinese coal market is simply enormous, with expenditures

equivalent to approximately 2 percent of GDP. This means that even small efficiency improvements

can deliver potentially enormous cost savings, in the real world as much as in the model, creating

correspondingly large incentives for innovation. Given this, it seems not just reasonable to expect

that this will drive innovation and cost reduction in this sector for years to come, but perhaps even

unreasonable to expect that it would not.

(a) Global temperatures relative to pre-industrial av-
erage

(b) Coal input price in China, percent difference rel-
ative to cheapest other region

Figure 8: Effect of changes in the policy mix in Europe and China.

Returning to Figure 8a, there is some non-trivial variation in global outcomes across the different
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policy packages. Funneling the carbon tax back into research subsidies is effective in reducing temper-

atures yet further by around a further 1 degree in 2200. This is due to two opposing factors. On the

one hand, green research subsidies somewhat surprisingly reduce the price of coal in the long run (see

Figure 8b). This occurs because they lower the overall price of energy in the long run and so increase

the market for all fuel types. This eventually results in lower coal input costs than a carbon tax which

spill over to other regions, lowering the cost of pollution. However, this is offset by a more obvious

direct effect – more green research lowers the cost of green energy which spills over internationally.

This latter effect dominates, lowering global temperatures.

Although production subsidies are not a terribly useful part of the policy mix from the perspective

of meeting domestic emissions targets, they can also have positive long run international spillovers.

Domestically, the substitution into green energy that they induce is partly offset by an increase overall

energy consumption. But internationally, production subsidies can contribute to climate mitigation via

international spillovers, lowering temperature by a little less than one half of one degree in 2200. This

is because the offsetting domestic factor (lower prices and higher consumption for energy) is absent

in the international transmission. Other countries see only the extra research induced by production

subsidies. As this is greener than the global average, this makes technological progress worldwide

greener.

5.2 Decomposing the dynamic effect of policies: international spillovers

To make clearer the relative importance of technological spillovers from clean and dirty fuels, I focus

once more on experiment (2), explicitly decomposing the impact of spillovers into different channels

– in this case the impact of fuel-specific technological progress. This is a more quantitatively specific

analysis of the mechanisms in the preceding discussion and is the international complement to the

domestic analysis in Section 4.4. The key evidence in this discussion is Figure 9, which decomposes

emissions in two other major emitters into the contributions from advances in different fuels. Here I

focus on India and the United States as they are the two next largest-emitting regions and are broadly

representative of emerging and advanced economies respectively.

Intuitively, Figure 9 traces through the impact of the changing productivity of each fuel on each

region by repeatedly re-solving the model with exogenous input prices, gradually shifting input prices

fuel-by-fuel from those which arise with endogenous technical change under laissez-faire to those in

experiment (2), a carbon tax which funds R&D subsidies. More formally, I construct a sequence of

fuel-region-time input price paths {p1
m,t}

m=1,...,M−1
t=1,...,T , . . . , {pNm,t}

m=1,...,M−1
t=1,...,T where: the first element of

this sequence is the input prices attained under laissez-faire; the last element of this sequence the

input prices which attained in policy experiment (2); and the intervening sequence is monotone in

each element. I then solve a version of the model with exogenous technical change for each of these

price paths, changing fuels one-by-one and recording the incremental impact on emissions in each

region. The sum of these incremental impacts then defines the contributions in Figure 9.32

The resulting cumulative change in emissions is a very good approximation of the change in emis-

32I use a sequence with 100 steps. With six improvable fuels this means solving the model 600 times. The simplicity
of the model is once again essential to making this a feasible exercise.
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sions in the full endogenous technical change model for the non-active regions (i.e. not China or OECD

Europe); the Approximation Error bar in Figure 9 is almost invisible.33 And while the fuel-by-fuel

decomposition also captures some second round effects, such as incentives for innovation in renewables

in the non-active due to a larger domestic market, the primitive source of the shock is a change in

foreign policies. It thus reflects the impact of changing input prices in India and the United States in

response to policies overseas. That is, international technological spillovers.

Figure 9 makes precise the arguments of the preceding section. The the bulk of the reduction

in emissions in non-active regions is due to changes in the input cost of just two fuels: coal and

renewables. Even though the changes in input prices go in opposite directions (up for coal, down for

renewables) their contribution to emissions have the same sign because coal is a polluting fuel type

and renewable energy is not. Quantitatively, the deterrence of improvements in coal technologies are

typically a little more important, accounting for around two thirds of the decline in emissions. The

split in other regions (not shown) is very similar.
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Figure 9: Decomposition of changes in emissions relative to laissez-faire for two major inactive regions.
Tax with R&D subsidies, experiment (2). Effects are due to fuel-specific technological change spillovers
from China and OECD Europe, attributed to individual fuels by exogenously shifting input costs for
each fuel in each region (see text for details).

Overall, the headline results suggest that international technological spillovers can be a very effec-

tive substitute for international policy cooperation, in the best case delivering long-run temperatures

below 3 degrees above pre-industrial norms, versus over 7 degrees in the baseline. Perhaps the most

interesting aspect of this is the decomposition of this effect. Of the roughly 4.5 degree reduction in

long-run temperatures, around 3 degrees is due to international technological spillovers. But of this,

33Specifically, this will get wrong the global general equilibrium effects coming from changes in global temperature and
oil prices. But given that the bulk of the effect on non-active regions is from spillovers – which they take as exogenous
– it is a good approximation for the non-active regions.
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incentives for new green technology play a secondary role, accounting for only around 1 degree Celsius

in 2200. Instead, the most important channel by which international technological spillovers amplify

the effectiveness of policy is by dissuading productivity improvements in dirty fuels, especially coal.

5.3 Alternative parameterizations of international technological diffusion

To help understand the importance of international technological diffusion in these results, I consider

five alternate calibrations of international technological spillovers. Figure 10a presents the resulting

change in temperatures in these experiments, expressed relative to laissez-faire to isolate the impact

of policies (since changing parameters also changes the laissez-faire baseline).

The first alternative calibration is one which shuts down entirely the international diffusion of

technology, setting ζm = 0 for all regions. This is a useful benchmark, because it addresses a reason-

able critique of the explanation so far. By changing emissions and altering international demand for

oil, policies in emissions-reducing regions affect the marginal cost of energy and the impact of the cli-

mate externality. In principal, these general equilibrium effects other than international technological

spillovers could be driving the results in Figure 8a. Figure 10a shows that this is not the case, with

temperatures in a model with zero spillovers – and thus includes the general equilibrium channel –

almost identical to the direct effect of reducing emissions in China and Europe, lowering temperatures

in 2200 by less than 0.5 degrees Celsius. The difference between the two is principally the climate

damages. That is, the endogenous feedback of temperature to output which lowers future productivity

and emissions, pulling down on temperatures.

The second alternative calibration is one with lower spillovers from endogenous technical change.

Given that international spillovers seem so powerful, it seems wise to try a version with smaller yet

still plausible spillovers. Eaton and Kortum (1999) report a second value for the speed of international

spillovers – the unconditional rate of adoption on foreign technologies, which they estimate to be 21

years. This gives a value of ζm = 0.24 for all regions. The resulting impact on long-run temperatures

is still very large – a decline of almost 4 degrees Celsuis or around double the direct effect. This

exercise also tells us something about the marginal impact of changes to spillovers. This value of ζm

is about halfway between the headline and no-spillovers cases, yet the long-run temperature impact

is around two-thirds of the way to the headline result. Thus, the relationship between spillovers and

long-run temperature is likely concave, with small spillovers have larger marginal effects on long-run

temperature. This should give us extra confidence in the results, as it implies that spillovers have

to be very small indeed to invalidate the broader conclusion that international technological diffusion

significantly lowers long-run temperatures.

The third alternate calibration draws on a line of literature which emphasizes the value of trade

links – specifically imports – in facilitating the transfer of technology. Examples include Caselli and

Coleman (2001), Sampson (2016), Bloom et al. (2016), and Buera and Oberfield (2020), the last of

whom develop a model where the flow of ideas from one country to another is a function of flow of
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imports in the same direction. In order to capture this idea, I replace equation (19) with the following:

p̄∗m,i,t =

M∑
k=1

wIm,k min
(
p̄dm,i,t, p̄

d
m,k,t

)
∀ i,m (30)

Where wIm,k is the share of imports in region k coming from region m. The interpretation is that for

each fuel type, every country has the chance to learn best practice from its trading partners, and that

these opportunities are in proportion to the import share for each trading partner. This addresses the

concern that equation (19) is permitting too simple a transfer of the very best technologies from the

rest of the world. Here, the technological frontier is not simply the most productive global technologies,

but instead a weighted combination of them. I compute the import shares using UN COMTRADE

data for the initial model period, 2015-2019.

Allowing technological diffusion to follow imports does not make a huge difference to the headline

results. Long-run temperatures still decline by almost 4 degrees Celsius. The reason is fairly simple

– China and OECD Europe together account for around 50 percent of imports into other regions.

So although changing the speed of diffusion to reflect trade links will limit policy spillovers to some

extent, policies in these two regions continue to have a substantial effect on the path of technology

elsewhere, simply because these regions are major exporters.

The last two experiments involve increasing the rate of technological diffusion so that all regions

fully catch up to the frontier with a one period lag. In one experiment diffusion is fast for all fuel

types, and in the other it applies just to green fuels. We can think of these as a rough way of trying to

answer a natural question: can the positive impact of international technological spillovers be exploited

somehow, perhaps through programs to spread new knowledge that can improve energy efficiency?

These two experiments explore the outer bounds of what might be possible with such programs. In

both cases the effect is relatively small, again reflecting the declining marginal effectiveness of ever-

faster technological diffusion.

The speed of international technological diffusion also affects how the burden of climate mitiga-

tion policies are shared. Although faster diffusion amplifies the global benefits from regional climate

mitigation policies, it also makes meeting targets harder for the regions which chose to pursue them.

Because technological progress flows not only from Europe and China to the world, but also from the

world back to Europe and China. Because the emissions-reducing regions are implementing policies

which hinder dirty technological development, they end up behind the global frontier in dirty energy

production. And so knowledge about innovations in these fuels flows in to these regions while innova-

tions in green technology flow out. As a result, faster technological diffusion reduces the cost of fossil

fuel inputs in Europe and China, necessitating higher carbon taxes. As an example, Figure 10b shows

the resulting carbon taxes in Europe for a subset of these experiments, showing that high spillovers for

all technologies would necessitate an increase of around $50/ton CO2 in the short term, and long-run

cuts in carbon taxes are delayed by around two decades. In contrast, in the absence of international

spillovers, European countries would be able to meet their emissions targets while cutting carbon taxes

around a decade earlier than in the headline case. Of course, this comes at considerable cost to the

global environment, as we saw earlier.
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(a) Change in temperatures relative to laissez-faire (b) Carbon tax in OECD Europe

Figure 10: Effect of speed of technological diffusion.

6 Robustness

In order to be able to invert the model to back out policies, I make some fairly strong modeling

assumptions. Perhaps the most stark are those about the production function for research and the

full capital depreciation and log preferences of the household. I now check the robustness of my main

results to these assumptions and show that they do not substantively impact the main results.

6.1 Alternate forms of endogenous technical change

An important set of modeling assumptions that I made were on the research sector. I assume that

research is an unremunerated factor of production (i.e. a pure cost, like an imported intermediate) and

has a simple cost structure with constant returns to scale. The first of these guarantees that households

derive no income from payments to the energy sector, which is an important part of guaranteeing a

constant savings rate. The second is purely for simplicity.

To check that these do not drive my results, I recalibrate my model to match as closely as pos-

sible the deep parameters of two cutting-edge global integrated assessment models, Fried (2018) and

Acemoglu et al. (2016). These both feature more sophisticated models of how innovation is produced,

using households’ labor as an input. I then replicate the baseline and policy experiments reported in

both papers and show that they correspond closely to those in my model. From this, I conclude that

the simplifications that I make do not quantitatively affect the policy responses of the model. As such,

the main conclusions for policy are robust to alternate specifications for endogenous technological

change.

6.1.1 Comparison to Fried (2018)

Fried (2018) studies the interaction of endogenous directed technical change and a carbon tax. Hers is

a global (i.e. one-region) general equilibrium model with two fuel types: fossil fuel and green energy.
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There is endogenous technical change in both fuel types and in non-energy intermediates. Both fuel

types and non-energy intermediates are inputs in total output. There are partial monopoly sellers of

fuel-specific technologies, who hire specialized labor (“scientists”) to conduct research. The incentive

for technical change is a market size effect – a larger market for a given fuel type provides higher

returns to innovation and leads to more research. Discoveries are private for one period (five years, as

in my model) and are subsequently available free of charge to other researchers.

The key finding of Fried (2018) is that in her calibrated model, induced technical change amplifies

the effectiveness of a carbon tax by almost 20 percent. Specifically, she finds that when technological

change is exogenous, a constant $30 per ton CO2 carbon tax can reduce emissions by 30 percent in

20 years. But when technical change is endogenous the same outcome can be achieved with a tax of

only $24.5.

To test if my setting can deliver similar results, I modify my model to have a single region and two

fuels – clean and dirty – analogous to Fried (2018). To replicate her calibration, I match parameters

directly to their analogues in the data wherever possible. For example, the elasticities of substitu-

tion and demand have direct counterparts. Some parameters do not have a direct analogue. For

example, the specification for the evolution of technology in Fried (2018) combines both investment in

research and diffusion of past knowledge, producing returns to scale in research (and intra-fuel research

spillovers) which are a function of the state. The equivalent objects in in my model are constant, so

I approximate by setting these to the value at the average growth rate. A third group of parameters

of parameters are not explicitly reported. So I match these to IEA data for the US on fuel-specific

consumption, prices, and emissions, on the grounds that both models should aim to reflect reality.34

In line with Fried (2018), the green fuel is an aggregate of all zero-carbon energy sources, including

nuclear energy. Table 3 describes the key parameter values and their rationale.

Parameter Equivalent in Fried (2018)

Aggregate parameters Value
Intra-fuel elasticity of substitution, E 1.5 Identical
Elasticity of energy demand, F 0.05 Energy elasticity of substitution
Research function parameter, η 52.4 Matches returns to scale at avg. growth
Cross-fuel research spillovers, ρ12, ρ21 0.025 Matches spillovers at avg. growth
Research dampening parameter ω 1 Identical

Fuel-specific parameters Fossil Green
Production function weights, λi 0.29 0.71 Match US energy production shares
Initial reference prices, p̄i,0 287 1000 Approx fuel prices, USD/ton oil equiv.
Carbon intensities, gi 3.4 0 Match current US emissions

Table 3: Key model parameters to replicate Fried (2018)

I then subject this version of model to the same carbon tax policies as in Fried (2018). Table 4

compares the results. The headline responses of of emissions and energy usage are near-identical. This

34Dollar fuel production costs matter for the conversion of the units of the carbon tax. The relative impact of a given
tax per ton of CO2 is a decreasing function of the cost of production. When carbon taxes are zero, or for fuels which do
not pollute, the level of input prices is irrelevant. In particular, the price of the green fuel has no bearing at all on the
results.
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is true both for the version where the endogenous growth channel is shut down and for the model with

endogenous innovation.

The differences in some of the details below the top-level aggregate are a bigger, although some

of this is a reflection of by the particular parameterization. For example, the response of the energy

price is typically around half that in Fried. This is largely a result of the inelasticity of energy demand

in the Fried model (F = 0.05). Given that the energy market adjusts principally on price rather than

quantity, any differences in equilibrium in the energy market will show up only as differences in input

prices. The low elasticity also explains why emissions fall so much despite energy usage remaining

almost unchanged – the effect comes almost entirely through the composition channel. Similarly,

differences in the relative usage and relative price of fuels likely stem from the fact that the calibration

of the fuel-specific parameters does not map across identically between models. Small differences in

initial fuel shares can translate into large differences in percentage changes in the impulse responses.

That said, the these differences also tend to dissipate over time and are typically much smaller in the

long-run.

Exogenous Endogenous Endogenous
innovation innovation innovation
(in 20 yrs.) (in 20 yrs.) (long run)

Model Fried 2018 Model Fried 2018 Model Fried 2018

Aggregates
Emissions -31.8 -30.0 -29.8 -30.0 -37.3 -36.9
Energy usage -0.5 -0.7 -0.4 -0.6 -0.4 -0.7

Prices
Energy price 9.5 14.9 7.7 13.0 7.3 14.6
Green energy price -0.0 0.6 -1.1 -1.0 -3.6 -2.6

Green versus fossil
Relative price -0.0 0.2 -3.7 -7.0 -12.1 -17.0
Relative usage 45.5 78.0 42.8 79.2 53.5 112.9

Research input
Fossil technology 0.0 0.0 -27.2 -60.5 -28.8 -29.9
Green technology 0.0 0.0 11.9 53.3 12.6 23.8

Table 4: Percentage deviation from baseline in response to a permanent carbon tax, simplified model
versus Fried (2018). Carbon taxes for exogenous and endogenous models are respectively $30 and
$24.5 per ton CO2

6.1.2 Comparison to Acemoglu et al. (2016)

Acemoglu et al. (2016) is a continuous time general equilibrium model, where households consume a

continuum of products. Each product is produced by a partial monopolist who can choose either a clean

or a dirty production technology. The productivities of the clean and dirty technologies are specific

to each product, motivated by the idea that the way clean energy is utilized differs across products –

transport services (electric cars and the like) potentially use renewable energy quite differently from

large-scale steel production. Innovation is product specific, and follows a quality ladder, with the gains
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of past research spilling over to future productivity. Emissions affect the stock of atmospheric CO2,

which in turn determines global temperatures. Higher temperatures lower aggregate productivity – a

global climate externality.

The authors use this model to calculate optimal policies, balancing the distorting costs of two

climate change mitigation policies – a carbon tax and a research subsidy – against the benefits of

lower future temperatures. The key result in Acemoglu et al. (2016) is that the optimal policy in this

setting is to aggressively subsidize research in the short term and increase carbon taxes later, shown

in Figure A.5 in Appendix B.2.35

I re-calibrate my model following a similar strategy to the preceding section. Parameters which

map across directly are straightforward, including cross-fuel technology spillovers. Others require

some interpretation. The research parameter η, again matches returns to scale in research at the

average growth rate. And the elasticity of demand F is set to unity. As there is no separate energy

sector in this model there is no direct analogue of F . However, the production function for each

product is Cobb-Douglas, and so a uniform decrease productivity of both types of energy would cause

a one percent increase in overall energy usage relative to the non-energy factor of production. This is

mimicked in my model with F = 1.

The intra-fuel elasticity of substitution is even harder to compare across models. In Acemoglu

et al. (2016), the substitution between clean and dirty modes of production happens at the individual

product level. There, the elasticity is infinite as the producer just uses whichever technology is cheaper.

The aggregate elasticity of substitution between clean and dirty fuel types is thus a function of the

fraction of product manufacturers who are indifferent between the two energy types. As there is no way

to directly capture a state-dependent elasticity of substitution such as this in the partial equilibrium

model, I instead use the aggregate estimate of Papageorgiou et al. (2017), 3, on the grounds that

Acemoglu et al. (2016) should be consistent with aggregate empirical facts. The remaining share

parameters are again drawn from IEA data, this time for the whole world as Acemoglu et al. (2016)

are a global model.

Acemoglu et al. (2016) use temperature as their main summary variable for the impact of the

climate mitigation policies, and so I use this as the main point of comparison. To compute changes in

temperature, I mirror exactly the mapping of Acemoglu et al. (2016) from emissions to temperature,

who base theirs on Golosov et al. (2014).36

Figure 11a shows the global temperatures under laissez-faire policies (taxes and subsidies of zero),

in which case temperatures rise by almost 10 degrees Celsius over 200 years – a climate catastrophe

by any standards. I then feed in to my model the optimal policies for the carbon tax and the research

subsidy from Acemoglu et al. (2016). The resulting outcomes are almost identical, as shown in Figure

35Acemoglu et al. (2016) use a carbon tax value tax, expressed in percent, which I convert to the more commonly used
volume tax at equilibrium prices.

36in this setting, temperature is proportionate to the log increase in the stock of atmospheric C02, with the coefficient
of proportionality known as the climate sensitivity. Acemoglu et al. (2016) do not note this explicitly, but their results
are consistent with the consensus median value of 3 (see, for example Meinshausen et al. (2009), Heal (2017), and Hassler
et al. (2018)) which I also match. The stock of atmospheric CO2 is a weighted average of past emission flows, with the
weights depending on the speed at which atmospheric CO2 decays or is absorbed by oceans and vegetation. For more
details, readers are referred to Golosov et al. (2014).
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11b. Temperatures across the two models vary by barely more than one tenth of one degree Celsius

across the next 200 years, peaking at a little under 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels mid-way

through the next century.

Whereas Fried (2018) shared many of the analytical building blocks with the partial equilibrium

model, Acemoglu et al. (2016) is much less similar and so represents a much stiffer test. Nevertheless,

the main aggregate responses to policy changes are much the same.

Parameter Equivalent in Acemoglu et al. (2016)
Aggregate parameters Value

Intra-fuel elasticity of substitution, E 3 Central estimate in Papageorgiou et al. (2017)
Elasticity of energy demand, F 1 Products Cobb-Douglas in inputs
Research function parameter, η 33.0 Matches returns to scale at avg. growth
Cross-fuel research spillovers, ρ12, ρ21 0 Identical
Research dampening parameter ω 1 Identical

Fuel-specific parameters Fossil Green
Production function weights, λi 0.39 0.61 Match global energy production shares
Initial reference prices, p̄i,0 433 1392 Global fuel prices, USD/ton oil equiv.
Carbon intensities, gi 2.7 0 Match current global emissions

Table 5: Key model parameters equivalent to Acemoglu et al. (2016)

(a) Laissez-faire (b) Optimal policies

Figure 11: Temperature relative to pre-industrial average, Acemoglu et al. (2016) calibration.

In summary, the point of the two model-comparison exercises is to show that strong simplifying

assumptions about the natural of endogenous technical change in Section 2 do not produce predictions

for policy that are too far away from other approaches in the literature. It is therefore important to

emphasize that this is an exercise in model testing, not model fitting. Throughout, I try to match

the deep economic parameters of the micro-founded models. Where there is no direct mapping of the

parameters across models, I match reasonable interpretations of them. And where that is impossible,

or the requisite information is not reported, I match to the data. When I do this, the policy responses

are very close to equivalent versions of my model. That this works for two very different models
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studying different policies suggests that my approach, while not as rich as other model, is capturing

the important major economic mechanisms in a quantitatively reasonable way.

6.2 Non-constant savings rate

A second important simplification in my model is that the savings rate is constant. This follows from

the assumptions that (among other things) households have log preferences and that capital fully

depreciates. These are quite strong assumptions, so one might reasonably wonder if the main policy

implications remain if they are relaxed.

To investigate this concern, I re-solve the model with partial depreciation and CRRA preferences.

This is computationally much more intensive than the solution with constant savings rates. This

precludes re-computing the policies required to hit exactly the emissions targets for Europe and China.

Instead, I take the policies computed there as given and verify ex post errors on emissions targets are

small.

Specifically, I replace the household’s problem with the following:

max

∞∑
t=0

βt
C1−γ
m,t

1− γ

s.t. Cm,t +Km,t+1 − (1− δK)Km,t = wm,tLm,t + im,tKm,t + Ωm,t

Where δK is the depreciation rate of capital and Im,t = Km,t+1 − (1− δK)Km,t is investment.37 The

Euler equation then becomes (
Cm,t+1

Cm,t

)γ
= β (im,t+1 + 1− δK) (31)

Equilibrium in the extended model replaces equation (12) with (31). The resource constraint, equation

(24), is replaced by:

Cm,t + Im,t = Ym,t

The resulting equilibrium savings rate is no longer constant, but instead has to be solved for in each

region and time period to satisfy the Euler equation. Full details of the model solution are given in

Appendix D.3.

I compute equilibrium under two policy scenarios: laissez-faire, and the policy settings which hit

regional emissions targets in exercise (2) above (i.e. using carbon taxes to fund research subsidies). I

set δK = 0.5. With a five-year period this is equivalent to a 12 percent annual depreciation rate, an

approximate mid-point of the BEA’s estimates of depreciation on private nonresidential equipment.

For the curvature of the utility function, I consider γ = 2 and γ = 0.5, an a way to cover the most

commonly-used values. These changes necessitate recomputing the initial stocks of capital and labor

productivity Km,0, Am,0 to hit the same calibration targets as the original model. These are that in

37A further extension would be to let households’ impatience, measured by β, to vary across countries. This would
allow the model to match variation in savings rates across countries and would impact energy usage by increasing the
capital stock in future in countries with higher savings rates. To some extent, though, the cross-regional variation in
TFP growth rates already produces an effect of this type, with convergence in TFP growth acting as a proxy for catch-up
growth via higher savings.
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(a) Global temperature (b) Global consumption

Figure 12: Change in relative to laissez-faire, effect of capital depreciation and non-log preferences

each region, 1) capital-output ratio is consistent with its long-run level and 2) the initial level of output

still matches the data.

Overall, these changes have a negligible effect on the main findings of this paper. The policies

computed by inverting the model emissions targets for China and OECD Europe still very nearly

meet the emissions targets under the more general assumptions for depreciation and preferences (see

Figure A.6 in Appendix B.2). Global outcomes are similarly unaffected, as shown in Figure 12; the

impact of technological diffusion from emissions-reducing regions on both temperature and household

consumption is almost identical across the different versions of the model.

Although capital accumulation is an important channel for the propagation of economic shocks and

policy changes, these results suggest that it is near-irrelevant for climate mitigation policies.38 The

reason for this result is that there is limited scope for interaction between capital and the composition

of energy. As discussed previously, the level of global emissions is determined by two factors: the

amount of energy consumed and the composition of the inputs used in its production. Because the

elasticity of substitution is considerably larger than the elasticity of demand, the latter channel is

much more powerful than the former.39 However, changes in the capital stock interact only total

energy usage, independent of its composition, see equation (1). Thus, capital has only a minor effect

emissions because it affects only the more minor determinant of emissions – the quantity of energy

produced – and has no bearing at all on the most quantitatively important determinant of emissions

– the composition of fuel inputs.

Although the foregoing suggests that when the savings rate is endogenous, capital has very little

effect on the environment, the reverse is not true. By eliminating the climate externality, climate

mitigation policies raise the marginal productivity of capital in the long-run. And because the Euler

equation fixes the returns of capital in the very long run (the oft-cited mantra that “the long-run

38This result is not unique to this setting – Barrage (2013) finds that optimal global climate mitigation policies do not
depend crucially on assumptions about capital accumulation.

39See discussion in section 4.3.1.
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elasticity of capital is infinite”) climate mitigation policies cause the savings rate to fall slightly in the

long-run – by around one percentage point. This is not welfare-reducing, though. With higher total

factor productivity, households can afford to be consume more, both in the present and – because the

saved capital is subsequently more productive – in future.

7 Conclusions

The main thrust of this paper is to investigate the extent to which regional pursuit of emissions

targets might provide a solution to global climate change via the international diffusion of induced

technological change. The central result is than in a model which reflects standard views in the

literature on the path of future emissions, the speed, and key economic elasticities, that this effect

might be large enough for successful emissions-reduction policies in China and OECD Europe to avoid

the worst-case spiraling catastrophic climate change. This is robust to assumptions about the speed

and patterns of technological diffusion, determinants of the savings rate, and the nature of endogenous

technical change. Beyond this core result, I also provide explanations of how different policies work

and the mechanism for international technological diffusion.

The central result is good news for the global environment in an obvious and direct sense. It

means that failure to achieve full global cooperation on emissions limits need not condemn the planet

to an inevitable climate catastrophe. The international diffusion of new technologies (and, just as

importantly the non-diffusion of new dirty technologies) could provide a way to avoid the very worst

scenarios even if we cannot achieve full global cooperation. Given that progress towards such global

cooperation over the last three decades has proved at best elusive (and at worst, an abject failure)

this assessment is certainly welcome.

There is also a more indirect sense in which the central result is good news. Positive international

policy spillovers make individual climate mitigation programs more appealing because technological

diffusion amplifies their effect on global emissions. As a result, the old argument for individual inaction

– that limiting emissions is individually costly and does little to address a global problem – is weakened.

Of course, other parts of the world are still free-riding on the economic sacrifices of countries which

implement emissions reductions. But at least that sacrifice is to some end – avoiding the very worst

forms of global climate change. And so the very fact that individual action might be more appealing

than otherwise imagined could mean that action by major polluters becomes more likely. This also

has a bearing on the stability of global agreements to reduce emissions. Because clean innovations

in different regions partially crowd each other out, technological spillovers cause the marginal gain of

staying in a climate agreement to increase as participation declines.40 And so international agreements

to reduce emissions are less likely to unravel completely if one or two major polluters fail to participate

or do not follow through on their commitments.

A final important point for discussion is to ask what possible further issues not captured in this

analysis might threaten or undermine the the central findings. Two obvious items spring to mind.

40In the model, this is reflected in the fact that the fuel-specific minimum price determines global input costs. More
intuitively, the marginal gain from a region implementing policies which result in, say, an improved solar panel is diluted
if other regions also have similar policies which induce similar innovations – something can only be invented once.
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The first is trade, which – other than oil – is entirely excluded from this analysis and might have an

impact in a variety of ways. For instance, the opportunity to sell new technologies – both clean and

dirty – overseas might be an important driver of domestic growth in emitters with large export shares

(e.g. Germany or China). Moreover, overseas demand might be also an important determinant of

research effort. If demand elsewhere, e.g. in the United States, drives research effort in Europe and

China then policies which shift domestic markets towards green energy supplies might not induce as

large a switch in research effort as in the model. However, this channel will also have a countervailing

effect – research in places other than Europe and China would likely switch towards green technologies

with a view to exporting the associated products to those regions. The overall impact of these effects

is not obvious.

The second potentially important extension is fuel-specific capital. As noted in Section 6, the

inclusion of long-lived capital does not substantially effect the main results of this paper. In the

model, capital is combined with labor and then this bundle is combined with energy. In reality,

though, energy production itself demands capital investments, often specific to the type of fuel used –

coal-fired power plants, gas stations, and the like. Abandoning investments in such “stranded assets”

might be rather costly, slowing the reallocation of energy inputs from high- to low-carbon fuels. One

way to proxy for this rather simply might be consider the impact of lowering the intra-fuel elasticity of

substitution E . This would necessitate more aggressive policies to meet emissions targets (i.e. higher

carbon taxes and subsidies), but conditional on meeting emissions reductions, the technological effect

would be the same. This suggests that the main impact of fuel-specific capital would be to make

meeting emissions targets more costly, but would be otherwise minimal. Further exploration of both

this issue and impact of trade are left for future work.
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A The structure of the energy market

Here I show two results about the energy market: that the average cost function is downward-sloping;

and that equilibrium exists if F < η and the government caps prices. Throughout, I suppress depen-

dence on the region m and set aside the special status of oil, assuming for simplicity that all inputs

are improvable.

A.1 The average cost function

The average cost function is the per unit price of fuel inputs and research expenditure:

C(Et)

Et
= Vt +

Rt
Et

=

∑N
i=1 p̂i,tei,t
Et

+

∑N
i=1 pi,tei,t

(η − 1)Et

Where

Vt =

(
N∑
i=1

λ
1
ρ−1

i p̂
ρ
ρ−1

i,t

) ρ−1
ρ

=

∑N
i=1 p̂i,tei,t
Et

is the CES price index for energy inputs.

C(Et) =
N∑
i=1

p̂i,tei,t +
1

η − 1

N∑
i=1

ei,tpi,t

When τt = 0 the (absolute) slope of the cost function will be maximized. This is because as τt

increases, the share of pre-tax costs in the total decline. As research is proportional to pre-tax costs

then research too becomes a smaller share of the total cost. Because the fixed research cost is the

source of the slope in the aggregate cost function C(Et), then as τt grows ever large, the cost function

gets ever straighter, limiting to C(Et) = VtEt. The slope when τt = 0 therefore puts an upper bound

on the magnitude of the slope of the cost function, and so I focus on this case.

When τt = 0, p̂i,t = pi,t, and we get that:

C(Et) =
η

η − 1

N∑
i=1

ei,tpi,t

Then using d log Yt as shorthand for d log Yt/d logEt, we get that:

d logC(Et) =
N∑
i=1

wi,td log pi,t +
N∑
i=1

wi,td log ei,t

⇒ d log (C(Et)/Et) =
N∑
i=1

wi,td log pi,t

Where wi,t = pi,tei,t/
∑N

i=1 pi,tei,t is the expenditure share of input i. The second line follows from
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the properties of CES production, that d logEt =
∑N

i=1wi,td log ei,t.

To figure out d log pi,t, I follow a guess-and-verify strategy, observing that the production function

is homothetic. I guess that relative prices all remain unchanged. Then hometheticity means that all

inputs all increase in line with Et, i.e. d log ei,t = 1 ∀ i.
Equation (9) can be differentiated to give:

d log ei,t = −ηd log pi,t ∀ i

Thus, if d log ei,t = 1 were true, then d log pi,t = −1/η ∀i. This verifies the guess that relative prices

remain the same. Research is also homothetic here; when total demand E goes up by 1%, inputs all

increase by 1% and prices fall by 1/η% and increasing the overall cost by 1− 1/η%.

Thus,

d log (C(Et)/Et) = −1

η

Or, using that d logEt = 1:

d log (C(Et)) = 1− 1

η

A.2 Market structure and pricing

With the minimized unit cost function C(·) in hand, we can return to profit maximization. This is

because profit maximization can be broken into two stages: cost-minimization conditional on output Et

– which determined the composition of energy inputs – and maximization of profit over Et conditional

on cost minimization – which determines the scale of production.

max
Et

Πt = Pt(Et)Et − C(Et) s.t. Π ≥ 0 (32)

I focus first on the case where τt = 0 and derive the conditions under which equilibrium exist. Then

it is relatively straightforward to argue that these conditions guarantee equilibrium for τt > 0.

Integrating the derivatives of the cost function above, we get that

C(E) = ASE
1− 1

η (33)

Where AS is a constant. Under monopoly, the firm’s demand curve is just the aggregate energy

demand curve. From the firm’s perspective this is just a CES demand curve with elasticity F ,

Et = ADt (Pt)
−F (34)

where ADt is a demand shifter, determined in general equilibrium. Then the monopolist’s profit

function is

Πt(E) = ADt E
1− 1

F −ASE1− 1
η
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Which we can differentiate to get:

Π′t(Et) =

(
1− 1

F

)
AtE

− 1
F

t −
(

1− 1

η

)
ASt E

− 1
η

t

It is clear that if F > η then profit increases forever as Et → ∞, so we must have that F < η. If

1 < F < η then the have a concave profit function and a well-defined interior solution. But the

standard parameterization in the literature is for energy demand to be inelastic, so F < 1. So if F < η

and F < 1 then the derivative of the profit function is always negative and profits are maximized

in the limit as Et → 0. Thus, we must have some sort of regulation to cap prices and guarantee an

interior solution.

For τt > 0, the same argument goes through with whatever the elasticity of the cost function is.

Denote this elasticity by 1/η′. Because we know that the (absolute) elasticity of the cost function is

maximized at τt = 0, then we mst have that η′ > η. And thus if F < η, then F < η′ as well. So the

same conditions for equilibrium hold here.
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B Further details of the model

B.1 Calibration details

αm log νm logKm,0 logAm,0
Asia Pacific 0.41 -18.66 14.18 10.13
China 0.41 -18.68 15.27 10.52
European OECD 0.39 -20.62 15.61 11.95
India 0.41 -17.48 13.66 9.68
Japan 0.49 -20.98 14.49 12.03
Latin America and Carribean 0.41 -19.09 14.02 10.66
Rest of OECD 0.51 -19.55 14.90 11.70
Rest of World 0.41 -17.23 13.11 9.97
Russia 0.41 -16.83 13.15 11.10
Sub-Saharan Africa 0.41 -17.22 12.78 9.49
USA 0.38 -20.39 15.63 12.41

Table A.1: Region-specific calibration parameters and initial conditions.

Conv. Oil Coal Dom. Oil Gas Hydro Nuclear Renewables

Asia Pacific 0.33 0.09 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.17 0.88
China 0.41 0.28 0.29 0.20 0.58 0.36 0.75
European OECD 0.34 0.10 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.55 0.60
India 0.35 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.24 0.19 0.96
Japan 0.60 0.12 0.02 0.42 0.31 0.19 0.53
Latin America and Carribean 0.03 0.04 0.35 0.20 0.49 0.15 0.79
Rest of OECD 0.26 0.12 0.36 0.22 0.47 0.50 0.57
Rest of World 0.03 0.09 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.39 0.69
Russia 0.02 0.10 0.41 0.46 0.36 0.57 0.26
Sub-Saharan Africa 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.05 0.17 0.11 0.93
USA 0.37 0.13 0.34 0.15 0.25 0.69 0.63

Table A.2: Fuel-specific productivities, λm,i.
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Conv. Oil Coal Dom. Oil Gas Hydro Nuclear Renewables

Asia Pacific 2.32 3.99 2.32 2.12 0.00 0.00 0.00
China 2.37 3.79 2.37 2.21 0.00 0.00 0.00
European OECD 2.54 3.92 2.54 2.26 0.00 0.00 0.00
India 2.53 3.80 2.53 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00
Japan 2.40 3.87 2.40 2.39 0.00 0.00 0.00
Latin America and Carribean 2.76 3.92 2.76 2.04 0.00 0.00 0.00
Rest of OECD 2.42 3.95 2.42 2.26 0.00 0.00 0.00
Rest of World 2.85 3.88 2.85 2.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
Russia 1.94 3.51 1.94 2.09 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sub-Saharan Africa 3.04 3.60 3.04 1.70 0.00 0.00 0.00
USA 2.52 3.94 2.52 2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table A.3: Pollution intensities, tonnes CO2 per tonne oil equivalent, gm,i.

Coal Dom. Oil Gas Hydro Nuclear Renewables

Asia Pacific 143.78 465.47 371.17 1360.00 1082.98 1469.39
China 156.85 475.82 370.05 1468.06 1152.29 1466.01
European OECD 146.24 508.18 383.94 1427.59 1216.51 1476.35
India 147.89 447.77 353.26 1360.54 1086.90 1472.99
Japan 121.59 448.61 489.45 1336.43 1048.34 1358.93
Latin America and Carribean 134.36 475.90 365.40 1432.62 1067.85 1452.12
Rest of OECD 171.92 420.09 280.19 1431.29 1167.38 1422.28
Rest of World 140.62 470.46 373.56 1366.97 1122.36 1410.94
Russia 141.69 472.36 380.87 1373.04 1153.43 1314.83
Sub-Saharan Africa 141.03 441.76 333.86 1329.98 1048.02 1472.51
USA 175.97 408.07 154.59 1392.38 1214.68 1454.99

Table A.4: Reference input costs, 2012 USD per tonne oil equivalent, ḡm,i.

B.2 Extra charts
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Figure A.1: Regional outcomes under laissez-faire.
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Figure A.2: Fuel consumption and emissions under laissez-faire.
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Figure A.3: Policy decomposition of changes in emissions relative to laissez-faire. Using analytical
impulse responses from a partial equilibrium approximation to the model, the impact of each policy
is divided into three channels: static composition and quantity effects, and the dynamic induced
technical change effect.

(a) China (b) OECD Europe

Figure A.4: Household consumption, relative to laissez-faire. Numbers in parenthesis refer to policy
experiments, consistent across charts.
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Figure A.5: Optimal policies in Acemoglu et al. (2016).

(a) China (b) OECD Europe

Figure A.6: Emissions versus target, effect of alternate assumptions for the determinants of the savings
rate
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C A partial equilibrium approximation

Here I outline a simplified version of the model which studies equilibrium in only the energy market.

The aim here is to understand why particular policies can achieve emissions targets. This can be

somewhat difficult in the main model as there are so many moving parts. So here I strip away enough

of these that we can compute exactly the impact of policy on emissions and energy usage. One can also

decompose the analytical impulse responses into three channels – the static composition and quantity

effects, and dynamic induced technical change. Of course, this comes at a cost. These simplification

will mean the impulse responses are not numerically identical to those in the full general equilibrium

model. But as Figures 7 and A.3 show, this cost is small, as the approximation errors are negligible.

Specifically, this setting studies only one market – energy – in one region, suppressing general

equilibrium effects from energy demand, climate externalities, and international technology spillovers.

Given the importance of spillovers on regions which do not reduce emissions, this is not a useful ve-

hicle for analyzing what happens outside China and OECD Europe. But as the impact on emissions-

reducing regions comes principally from their own policies, this is a useful simplification for under-

standing what is happening there.

In the following, I first outline the dynamic system of equations defining the partial equilibrium

model, then calculate the impulse responses by differentiating this system of equations with respect to

the policies: τt, δj,t, χj,t. This proceeds in three stages. First, tracing through the impact on the period

t allocation. Second, calculating how reference prices in period t+1, t+2, . . . respond to policy changes

in period t. Third, describing how changes in reference prices affect allocations in those periods.

C.1 Model equations

Here, I present the equations defining a partial equilibrium approximation to the main model. Because

this is a single-region model, I suppress dependence on m throughout.

Firm’s first order conditions for cost-minimization are identical to those in the main text, but with

one exception. I assume that oil is the same as all other fuel types and can be improved. This difference

will be subsumed in the approximation error. For the sake of completeness, these are repeated here:

ei,t
Et

=

(
p̂i,t
Vtλi

)−E
(35)

(1− δi,t)ei,t =
εi(1− χi,t)

p̄i,t

(
pi,t
p̄i

)−η
(36)

ri,t =

(
1− δi,t
η − 1

pi,t

)
ei,t (37)

Where:

p̂i,m,t = τm,tgi + (1− δi,m,t)pi,t (38)

I assume that energy demand has constant elasticity, F . That is:

Et = At(Pt)
−F (39)
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Where At is an exogenous demand shifter. The exogeneity of At is one of the ways that this differs

from a general equilibrium setting. In general equilibrium, shifts in the demand curve are potentially

endogenous to outcomes in the energy market. For example, the price of energy can affect real

household incomes, impacting their demand for all goods (including energy).

Appendix A outlines the conditions under which the preceding cost function and demand curve

give rise to a natural monopoly. I assume that these conditions hold and that the energy market is

regulated so that firms make zero profit. Thus, price equals average cost:

Pt = Vt +
Rt
Et

(40)

Where, as before, Vt is the CES input price aggregator

Vt =

(
N∑
i=1

λ
1
ρ−1

i p̂
ρ
ρ−1

i,t

) ρ−1
ρ

=

∑N
i=1 p̂i,tei,t
Et

Technological progress diffuses over time and across fuels

log p̄t+1 = (IN − ωρ) log p̄t + ωρ log pt (41)

Where p̄t and pt are the vectors of reference and realized production costs, ρ is the matrix with row

i equal to ρi and IN is the N ×N identity matrix.

Equilibrium in this simplified model is given by a sequence of fuel specific prices, quantities and

research expenditures {pi,t, p̄i,t, p̂i,t, ei,t, ri,t} and aggregate prices and quantities Pt, Et which, given

initial reference prices p̄i,t and sequence of exogenous demand shifters At, satisfy equations (35)-(41).

C.2 Static derivatives

For all policies, the responses of the demand curve and pricing equations are the same. To simplify

notation, I suppress dependence on t and use dY to simply mean the response of variable Y to any

contemporaneous policy change.

The demand curve is:

d logE = −Fd logP (42)

From equation (40), we have that:

d logP = wPd log V + (1− wP )d logR− (1− wP )d logE (43)

Where wP = V/P is the input share of the final price. Using the first order conditions, we have
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that:

d log V =
N∑
i=1

wid log p̂i (44)

d logR =
N∑
i=1

vi (d log ei + d log pi) (45)

Substituting equations (43), (44), and (45) into (42) we get that:

N∑
i=1

wid log ei = −FwP
N∑
i=1

wid log p̂i − F (1− wP )

N∑
i=1

vid log pi + F (1− wP )

N∑
i=1

(wi − vi)d log ei (46)

This is a key equation in all the policy derivatives, as it imposes the constraint that changes in the

sum of prices and quantities must be consistent with the aggregate demand curve

C.2.1 Carbon tax

In this subsection d represents the derivative w.r.t. a one dollar increase in the carbon tax, i.e. d/dτ .

As before, I will also assume that good j is the clean energy fuel and use notation x̃i to represent the

log difference relative to clean energy, i.e. x̃i = log xi − log xj .

Changes in energy composition. Differentiating the first order conditions for factor inputs we get that:

dẽi = −Ed ˜̂pi (47)

d log ei = −ηd log pi ∀i (48)

We can rewrite (48) as:

dẽi = −ηdp̃i ∀i 6= j (49)

In the carbon tax case, the post-tax price differential can be rewritten as:

d ˜̂pi = dp̃i +
gi
p̂i
− giτ

p̂i
d log pi (50)

Solving for the system of equations (47), (49), (50), we get that:

dp̃i =

(
E

η − E

)(
gi
p̂i

)
(1− τd log pi)

Which we can rewrite as:

dp̃i = Hi(1− τd log pi) (51)

Where Hi =
(
E

η−E

)(
gi
p̂i

)
. We can further use the definition of dp̃i to replace d log pi with the clean

energy equivalent.

dp̃i = Qi(τ)(1− τd log pj) (52)

Where Qi(τ) = (1/Hi + τ)−1. Note that we can use (47) and (49) to also solve easily for the quantities
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and post-tax price equivalents:

dẽi = −ηQi(τ)(1− τd log pj) (53)

d ˜̂pi =
η

E
Qi(τ)(1− τd log pj) (54)

Note that compositional changes are therefore initially proportionate to the social cost of pollution,
gi
p̂i

, but that this is mitigated (for given pj) as τ increases, simply because the tax itself becomes

an increasingly large share of the post-tax price. The role of technical change is as an amplifying

mechanism, here captured by the term E/(η − E).

Changes in energy usage and emissions. We now rewrite (46) in terms of changes relative to the clean

fuel, good j:

d log ej +
N∑
i=1

widẽi = −F (wPd log p̂j + (1− wP )d log pj)− FwP
N∑
i=1

wid ˜̂
ip

− F (1− wP )
N∑
i=1

vidp̃i + F (1− wP )
N∑
i=1

(wi − vi)dẽi (55)

Collecting like terms, we have that:

d log pj =
Z(wP , τ)

F − η + τZ(wP , τ)
(56)

Where:

Z(wP , τ) =

(
η − F + FwP

(
E − η
E

))
Q̄(τ)− ηF (1− wP )(Q̄(τ)− Q̄0(τ))

And Q̄(τ) =
∑N

i=1wiQi(τ) and Q̄0(τ) =
∑N

i=1 viQi(τ) are the averages of Qi using the pre- and post-

tax input weights. Note of course that wP itself is an equilibrium variable which will depend on τ , so

this is really just a function in τ , albeit indirectly. From this, we can solve immediately for ei, pi from

equations (53) and (52) and the identity dx̃i = dx̃i + dxj .

Note that as τ increases, d log pj tends to 1/τ . In other words, because tax starts to be an ever-

increasing fraction of the price that despite being a volume tax, the carbon tax starts to look ever

more like a value tax. The discrimination between different polluting fuel types vanishes, suppressing

the strong compositional changes induced by the first dollar of the tax.

To compute the marginal response for aggregate variables at any τ , we now need only follow the

following four substitutions:

1. Using definitions of dx̃i and rearranging equation (52) we get that:

d log pi = Qi(τ) + (1− τQi(τ)) d log pj

Substituting in for d log pj using equation (56) then gives d log pi

2. From this
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3. Derivatives for Et, Mt then follow from:

d logMt =

N∑
i=1

wMi,td log ei,t

d logEt =
N∑
i=1

wi,td log ei,t

Where wi,t, w
M
i,t are the shares of fuel i in expenditures and emissions respectively (so wMi,t =

giei,t/Mt).

Coal Nat. Gas Oil Zero-Carbon Total

Data
Energy, ei,t (MtOE) 1956 165 539 315 2976
Price, pi,t ($ per TOE) 149 367 513 1364
Emissions, mi,t (Mt CO2) 7409 364 1280 0 9053

Shares and ratios
Emissions intensity, gi (tonnes CO2 per TOE) 3.79 2.21 2.37 0.00
Expenditure share, wi,t 0.28 0.06 0.26 0.41
Emissions share, wmi,t 0.82 0.04 0.14 0.00

Social cost, gi,t/p̂i,t (tonnes CO2 per $) 0.025 0.006 0.005 0.000
Avg. social cost,

∑
iwi,tgi/p̂i,t 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009

Marginal responses
Energy consumption, dei,t/dτt, (pp, contrib.) -1.1 0.0 0.1 0.6 -0.3

Composition effect -1.0 0.0 0.2 0.7 -0.0
Quantity effect -0.1 -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3

Change in emissions, dmi,t/dτt, (pp, contrib.) -3.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 -3.1
Composition effect -3.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 -2.8
Quantity effect -0.2 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.3

Memo: Research amplification factors
Energy composition, η/(η − E) 1.07
Total energy consumption, η/(η − F ) 1.01

Table A.5: Static marginal impact of the carbon tax at τt = 0, worked example using averages 2015-
2019. Marginal responses expressed as percentage point contributions to total, China.

In the case where τ = 0, things simplify even further to give:

d log pi,t
dτi,t

= E
(

1

η − E

)(
gi
p̂i,t
−

N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i,t

)
+ F

(
η − 1

η

)(
1

η − F

) N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i

d log ei,t
dτi,t

= −E
(

η

η − E

)(
gi
p̂i,t
−

N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i,t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in energy composition

−F
(
η − 1

η

)(
η

η − F

) N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in total energy consumption
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Which can be used to derive the responses of energy and emissions:

d logMt

dτt
= −E

(
η

η − E

)( N∑
i=1

(wMi,t − wi,t)
gi
p̂i,t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Effect of change in energy composition

− F

(
η − 1

η

)(
η

η − F

) N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Effect of change in total energy consumption

d logEt
dτt

= − F

(
η − 1

η

)(
η

η − F

) N∑
i=1

wi,t
gi
p̂i,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Effect of change in total energy consumption

(57)

The first of which is equation (25) in the main text. Table A.5 computes the elements of this summation

for China.

C.2.2 Research subsidy

We now calculate the effect of a subsidy increase for green R&D. It is easier to work with derivatives

with respect to log(1−χj) in the calculations, so we represent this derivative by d. In the final formulae

we use the corresponding units conversion:

d

dχj
=
−1

1− χj
d

d log(1− χj)

Changes in energy composition. Differentiating equations (35) and (36) and the definition of the

post-tax price we get that:

dẽi = −Ed ˜̂pi ∀i

d ˜̂pi = dp̃i −
giτ

p̂i
d log pi ∀i

dẽi = −ηdp̃i − 1 ∀i 6= j

d log ej = 1− ηd log pj

Note that unlike in the carbon tax case, the equations differ across i and j. That is because the policy

differs explicitly across the different fuels. In the case of a carbon tax, the same expression for the

policy governed all the different fuels. In this case that is not true.

We can solve this system of equations to get expression in terms of log pj . In particular:

dp̃i = −
(

1 + Jiτd log pj
η − E + Jiτ

)
Where Ji = Egi/p̂i. For all i 6= j, this can be usefully rewritten as

dp̃i = Ci(τ) +Di(τ)d log pj

dẽi = −ηCi(τ)− ηDi(τ)d log pj − 1

d ˜̂pi =
η

E
Ci(τ) +

η

E
Di(τ)d log pj +

1

E
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Where:

Ci(τ) =
−1

η − E + Jiτ
Di(τ) = JiτCi(τ)

Note that:

Ci(0) =
−1

η − E
Di(0) = 0

lim
τ→∞

Ci(τ) =
−1

η
lim
τ→∞

Di(τ) =
−E
η

This last line follows from limτ→∞ Ji = E/τ . Note also that the signs here are correct. We are initially

working with a proportionate subsidy decrease for good j and so the relative consumption of good i

should go up, as it does here. This will get inverted when we do the units conversion at the end.

Changes in energy usage and emissions. Substituting the proportionate changes into equation (55)

and solving for d log pj , we get the general solution for the pre-tax price change:

d log pj =
B

A
+
∑
i 6=j

Mi

A

where:

A = F − η − η
∑
i 6=j

wiDi(τ) + F
∑
i 6=j

(
wP

( η
E

)
wi + (1− wP )vi

)
Di(τ) + F (1− wP )η

∑
i 6=j

(wi − vi)Di(τ)

B = −
(
wj + (1− wj)FwP

(
1

E

)
+ F (1− wP )(vj − wj)

)
Mi =

((
1− FwP

E
− F (1− wP )

)
ηwi + F (1− wP )(η − 1)vi

)
Ci(τ)

As before, one can now substitute these equations into each other to compute the corresponding general

energy quantity changes for general τ . For τ = 0 these again simplify to distinguish the composition

and quantity channels, first for the green fuel:

d log pj,t
dχj,t

=

(
1− wj,t
1− χj,t

)(
−1

η − E

)
+

(
wj,t

1− χj,t

)(
−1

η − F

)
d log ej,t
dχj,t

=

(
1− wj,t
1− χj,t

)(
E

η − E

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in energy mix

+

(
wj,t

1− χj,t

)(
F

η − F

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in total energy

Then for the other fuels:

d log ei,t
dχj,t

= −
(

wj,t
1− χj,t

)(
E

η − E

)
+

(
wj,t

1− χj,t

)(
F

η − F

)
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And finally, for aggregates:

d logEt
dχj,t

=

(
wj,t

1− χj,t

)(
F

η − F

)
d logMt

dχj,t
=

(
wj,t

1− χj,t

)(
F

η − F
− E
η − E

)
C.2.3 Production subsidy

The effect of a subsidy for green energy usage is very similar to that for green research. As there, it

is easier to work with derivatives with respect to log(1 − δj) in the calculations, so we represent this

derivative by d. In the final formulae we use the corresponding units conversion:

d

dδj
=
−1

1− δj
d

d log(1− δj)

Changes in energy composition. Differentiating the first-order conditions and the definition of the

post-tax price we get that:

dẽi = −Ed ˜̂pi ∀i

d ˜̂pi = dp̃i − 1− giτ

p̂i
d log pi ∀i

dẽi = −ηdp̃i + 1 ∀i 6= j

d log ej = −ηd log pj − 1

Note that unlike in the carbon tax case, the equations differ across i and j. That is because the policy

differs explicitly across the different fuels. In the case of a carbon tax, the same expression for the

policy governed all the different fuels. Here, that is not true.

Again, we solve first for log pj to get:

dp̃i = κi(τ) + Li(τ)d log pj

dẽi = 1− ηκi(τ)− ηLi(τ)d log pj

d ˜̂pi = − 1

E
+
η

E
κi(τ) +

η

E
Li(τ)d log pj

Where, as before, Ji = Egi/p̂i and:

κi(τ) =
1− E

η − E + Jiτ
Li(τ) =

−Jiτ
η − E + Jiτ

Changes in energy usage and emissions. Substituting the proportionate changes into equation (55)

and solving for d log pj , we get the general solution for the pre-tax price change:

d log pj =
B′

A′
+
∑
i 6=j

M ′i
A′
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where A′, B′,M ′i are structurally very similar to the A,B,Mi in the responses to a change in χj :

A′ = F − η − η
∑
i 6=j

wiLi(τ) + F
∑
i 6=j

(
wP

( η
E

)
wi + (1− wP )vi

)
Li(τ) + F (1− wP )η

∑
i 6=j

(wi − vi)Li(τ)

B′ =

(
wj + (1− wj)FwP

(
1

E

)
+ F (1− wP )(vj − wj)

)
M ′i =

((
1− FwP

E
− F (1− wP )

)
ηwi + F (1− wP )(η − 1)vi

)
κi(τ)

From which changes for general τ can again be easily computed by substituting back into the first

order conditions as for the carbon tax. For τ = 0 these once more simplify, first for the green fuel:

d log pj,t
dδj,t

= −
(

1− wj,t
1− δj,t

)(
E − 1

η − E

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in relative price

+

(
wj,t

1− δj,t

)(
1− F
η − F

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in total price

d log ej,t
dδj,t

=

(
1− wj,t
1− δj,t

)
(η − 1)

(
E

η − E

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in energy mix

+

(
wj,t

1− δj,t

)
(η − 1)

(
F

η − F

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Change in total energy

And for the other fuels:

d log ei,t
dδj,t

=

(
−wj,t

1− δj,t

)
(η − 1)

(
E

η − E

)
+

(
wj,t

1− δj,t

)
(η − 1)

(
F

η − F

)
As with the research subsidy, the change in the composition is just the mirror of the response of the

green fuel. Total energy use and emissions are thus:

d logEt
dδj,t

= wj,t

(
η − 1

1− δj,t

)(
F

η − F

)
d logMt

dδj,t
= wj,t

(
η − 1

1− δj,t

)(
F

η − F
− E
η − E

)
The latter of which can be rewritten as equation (26).

From the aggregate responses for the two subsidies it should also be obvious that the contempo-

raneous responses to the subsidies are in fixed proportion. That is:

d logEt
dδj,t

= (η − 1)

(
1− χj,t
1− δj,t

)
d logEt
dχj,t

d logMt

dδj,t
= (η − 1)

(
1− χj,t
1− δj,t

)
d logMt

dχj,t

This is equation (28) in the main text.

C.3 Dynamic derivatives

I now compute the derivatives with respect to policies in t in subsequent periods. These operate via

the changes in period t production costs, which affect reference costs in the next period. These in
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turn impact production costs in the next period. We can iterate on this to get a full set of marginal

impulse responses for all periods after t, via:

dyt+s
dxt

=
dyt+s

d log p̄′t+s︸ ︷︷ ︸
N×1

s−1∏
k=1

(
d log p̄t+k+1

d log p̄t+k

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

N×N

d log p̄t+1

dxt︸ ︷︷ ︸
1×N

(58)

Note that all but the last term are independent of the policy variable xt. This is important for

understanding how policy choices affect outcomes in future. The long-run effects of different policies on

any outcome variable differ only to the extent that they have different effects on the contemporaneous

costs of production. This makes some intuitive sense: in this setting future research builds on past

research without distinction between that induced by carbon taxes and that by research subsidies.

Response of reference prices. Differentiating (41) with respect to p̄t yields:

d log p̄t+1

d log p̄t
= I + ωρ

(
d log pt
d log p̄t

− I
)

(59)

Derivatives with respect to reference prices. Differentiating equations (47) and (49) w.r.t. p̄j gives:

dẽi = −Ed ˜̂pi ∀i

d ˜̂pi = dp̃i −
giτ

p̂i
d log pi ∀i

dẽi = −ηdp̃i + 1− η ∀i 6= j

d log ej = η − 1− ηd log pj

This is a very similar set of expressions to the R&D subsidy equations, which is somewhat unsurprising

as the mechanism at play is similar: the impact of a shift in the research demand functions on

equilibrium. An important difference, however, is that the index j now no longer represents a the

clean technology, but instead is simply a generic fuel type, whose price has changed in the preceding

period.

Solving this in terms of log pj gives:

dp̃i = −
(
η − 1 + Jiτd log pj

η − E + Jiτ

)
Where Ji = Egi/p̂i. For all i 6= j, this can be usefully rewritten as

dp̃i = Ĉi(τ) +Di(τ)d log pj

dẽi = −ηĈi(τ)− ηDi(τ)d log pj − η + 1

d ˜̂pi =
η

E
Ci(τ) +

η

E
Di(τ)d log pj +

η − 1

E
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Where:

Ĉi(τ) =
1− η

η − E + Jiτ
= (η − 1)Ci(τ) Di(τ) =

Jiτ

η − E + Jiτ

Substituting these into equation (55) gives the solution for d log pj :

d log pj =
B̂

Â
+
∑
i 6=j

M̂i

Â

where:

Â = F

(
1− wPJjτ

E

)
− η +

∑
i 6=j

wiDi(τ)+

F
∑
i 6=j

(
wP

( η
E

)
wi + (1− wP )vi

)
Di(τ) + F (1− wP )η

∑
i 6=j

(wi − vi)Di(τ)

B̂ = −(η − 1)

(
wj + (1− wj)FwP

(
1

E

)
+ F (1− wP )(vj − wj)

)
M̂i =

((
1− FwP

E
− F (1− wP )

)
ηwi + F (1− wP )(η − 1)vi

)
Ĉi(τ)

These are the same formulae as for the R&D subsidy, except for: an extra term pre-multiplying F in

Â, multiplication of B by η−1 for B̂, and replacement of Ci by Ĉi for M̂i. This formula is used in two

places. First, to define the derivatives with respect to reference prices, needed to compute d logpt
d log p̄t

in

equation (59). Second, to give the general formula for the response of relative responses, dp̃i, dẽi, d ˜̂pi,

which then give absolute responses for equilibrium variables with respect to the reference price, i.e.

the first term in equation (58).

In the special case where τt = 0 for all t the dynamic derivatives once more simplify, to:

d log pi,t
d log p̄i,t

= (η − 1)

(
1− wi,t
η − E

+
wi,t
η − F

)
d log pi,t
d log p̄k,t

= (η − 1)

(
−
wk,t
η − E

+
wk,t
η − F

)
for i 6= k

Again, the propagation of technological progress breaks down into a composition effect and a quantity

effect. When the stock of useful past knowledge about how to produce fuel k increases (that is, p̄k,t

declines) there is substitution of research into fuel k and away from fuels i 6= k, in proportion to

1/(η−E). This is the first term in parentheses in the expressions above. In addition, there is a decline

in the overall price of energy, increasing usage of all fuels and stimulating energy research in general

in proportion to η − F . This is the second term, common to all fuels.

Computing impulse responses. The preceding is sufficient to compute analytical marginal impulse

response with respect to policy xt, simply substituting in for each of the terms in equation (58), as

described above. To calculate the policy decomposition in Figures 7 and A.3, I use a finite difference

method, dividing each policy package into a series of small incremental policy changes. I compute the
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aggregate response by adding up marginal impulse responses for each small policy change, recomputing

weights, prices and the like after each step. An important test of this approach is the difference

between the full general equilibrium model solution and the summed partial equilibrium incremental

responses. This is very small, validating this approach – see approximation errors in Figures 7 and

A.3. Furthermore, given that the marginal partial equilibrium responses are computed independent of

the general equilibrium model, this serves as a useful cross-check on the more complicated calculations

required to solve the larger model.

C.4 Stability of impulse responses

The impulse responses are an iterative process. This can be seen in equation (58), which shows that

the period t+ s outcome is the product of three terms: the derivative of reference prices in the initial

period; the propagation of reference prices over the following s periods; and then a final term converting

the change in reference prices in period t+ s to the variable of interest. The key term for stability is

thus the middle term, defining the propagation of the reference price. This is not a purely technical

point, but essential for how policy affects outcomes. If reference prices in period t + k + 1 respond

less than one-for-one to reference prices in period t + k, then this term decays away and temporary

policy changes in period t have only temporary effects. But if this term does not decay to zero then

temporary policies can have permanent effects. This is exactly the intuition in Acemoglu et al. (2016),

where temporary policies can permanently affect the direction of technical change.

To keep things simple, I focus on the marginal response to the case where τt = 0, on the under-

standing that this creates the largest static and dynamic responses. If stability holds in this case, then

it also does in others. I show that the extent of intra-fuel spillovers are essential in determining the

stability of the impulse responses, and thus the temporary or permanent nature of responses to policy

changes.

The matrix of derivatives of log p̄t+1 with respect to log p̄t is then:

log p̄t+1

log p̄t
== I + ωρ

(
d log pt
d log p̄t

− I
)

= I +

(
E − 1

η − E

)
ωρ+ ω(η − 1)

(
(η − F )−1 − (η − E)−1

)
W

≡ D

WhereW = 1′w is the matrix of post-tax expenditure weights and D stands for the matrix determining

the dynamics of the system. The impulse responses near τt = 0 ∀ t are thus:

dyt+s
dxt

= ω
dyt+s

d log p̄t+s
Ds−1ρ

d log pt+1

dxt

The the growth rate of the impulse responses is determined by the eigenvalues of D. In particular,

equilibrium dynamics are stable (i.e. the effects a small policy change in period t dissipate as time

passes) if max eig(D) < 1, where eig(D) is the set of eigenvalues of D. In general, we cannot derive

analytical solutions for max eig(D). However, we can derive a necessary condition for stability. The
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maximum eigenvalue of D is less than unity only if the sum of the eigenvalues is less than the dimension

of D,
∑
eig(D) < N . Because

∑
eig(D) = trace(D), and because the trace is additive, we have

stability only if:

∑
eig(ρ) <

(
η − 1

E − 1

)(
E − F
η − F

)
∈
[
1,
E(η − 1)

η(E − 1)

]
(60)

This is where the degree of intra-fuel research spillovers matters. The rows of ρ each sum to unity,

the range of the left hand side is [1, N ], depending on the degree of linear independence of ρ. If there

are no spillovers, then ρ is the identity matrix and so the upper bound N is attained, shrinking the

parameter space in which impulse responses are stable. If there are complete spillovers, the rows of

ρ are all identical, and the sum of the eigenvalues is 1, all-but guaranteeing stability of the impulse

responses.

The intuition for why spillovers matter here is that if there are no spillovers, one fuel can attain an

insurmountable technological lead, with a self-reinforcing circle of ever-increasing energy share stim-

ulating ever-higher research driving down costs of production more and more. This is in fact exactly

the intuition behind the mechanism in Acemoglu et al. (2016), who show that temporary climate mit-

igation policies can lead to permanent changes in fuel shares in the long run. With sufficiently large

technological spillovers, advances in one fuel drive down costs of production in the others, leading to

common movements in production costs and preventing runaway progress in one fuel type.

C.5 Dynamics with symmetric technology diffusion

In the special case wehre the ρij are symmetric, the stability condition simplifies yet further, making

the role of intra-fuel spillovers more explicit. That is:

ρij =

ρ̄+ ρd i = j

ρ̄ i 6= j

Where ρd = 1−Nρ̄. In this case, we can decompose ρ into two matrices:

ρ = ρdI + ρ̄1N×N

Where I is the identity matrix, and 1N×N the N × N matrix of ones. This means that we can

decompose D into:

D = (1 + aρd)I + (aρ̄1N×N + bW)

Adding a multiple of an identity matrix simply increases the eigenvalues by that multiple, so:

eig(D) = {1 + aρ+ λ|λ ∈ eig(aρ̄1N×N + bW)}
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As aρ̄1N×N + bW is a matrix with identical rows, it only one non-zero eigenvalue, aNρ̄+ b. So in this

case, the maximum eigenvalue of D is given by:

max eig(D) = (1 + aρd) + max(aNρ̄+ b, 0)

= (1 + aρd) + max(a(1− ρd) + b, 0)

= max(1 + aρd, 1 + a+ b)

= 1 + ωmax

[(
E − 1

η − E

)
ρd,

F − 1

η − F

]
Note that in any case, the maximum eigenvalue is always greater than one, so there is always growth

in the long-run impulse response.

The rate of growth, however, depends on the degree of technological diffusion, parameterized here

by ρd. With E < F , there is a meaningful threshold for ρd. If ρd < (E − 1)/(F − 1)× (η−E)/(η−F ),

then this growth rate is determined by (ω and) the interaction between η and F . If ρd is above

this threshold, the then the interaction is instead between η and E . The intuition for this is that if

technological innovation diffuses across fuel types (low ρd) then the long-run dynamics are determined

by an aggregate channel – innovation in the energy sector as a whole. But if technological innovation

is concentrated (high ρd) then long-run dynamics are driven by a composition channel – innovation in

a specific fuel type.

The difference between the elasticity E or F and unity defines the strength of the amplifying

market size effect. If F = 1 then there is no change in energy expenditure, PtEt, and so no increase

in aggregate energy R&D. Likewise, if E = 1 then the composition equivalent of this channel fails to

operate for similar reasons – fuels expenditure shares are constant. If η gets very large (i.e. returns

to R&D decline), then the dynamic effect of R&D is driven to zero.
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D Computation

D.1 Basic solution algorithm

Solving for equilibrium within each period involves two iterative processes. The inner process takes

a guess of the international oil price, p1,t, as given and solves for equilibrium within each region. In

each region m, this involves iterating over a guess for energy consumption E1
m,t and checking to see if

markets clear. Pseudo-code for solving period t is given below:

Outer Loop

1. Guess the international oil price, p1,t. For the first iteration, set p1,t = p1,t−1

Inner Loop: in each region m

i. Guess energy consumption Em,t.

ii. Invert the CES energy demand curve to find the price P dm,t at which demand equals Em,t

iii. Compute energy firms’ price P sm,t which comes from minimizing costs given total energy

consumption Em,t and global oil price p1,t.

iv. Increase (decrease) Em,t if P dm,t is more (less) than P sm,t

v. If P dm,t − P sm,t 6= 0 return to step ii.

2. Compute global oil demand by summing regional demands.

3. If global oil demand equals oil supply from region M , stop.

4. Otherwise, increase (decrease) p1,t if oil demand is more (less) than supply and return to the

inner loop.

When both the global oil market and domestic energy markets clear, the period t allocation is deter-

mined. The state variables are then updated and the process begins over in period t+ 1.

D.2 Inverting the model to meet emissions targets

Backing out the policies which will hit a specific emissions target involves using a double bisection

algorithm in each period to compute the tax and subsidy levels which deliver the emissions targets

and a balanced budget. Given that there are three policies and two targets (emissions and government

balance) I solve conditional on the ratio of the research and production subsidies. That is, I start by

fixing κ ∈ [0, 1] and in each period solving for the subsidy control θm,j,t ∈ [0, 1], where χm,j,t = κθm,j,t

and δm,j,t = (1 − κ)θm,j,t. This allows any ratio of research to production subsidies, with the ratio

given by κ/(1 − κ). However, because government revenue from the carbon tax and expenditure on

subsidies depends on equilibrium allocations (higher usage of dirty fuels means more revenue and

less expenditure) there is no simple way to compute the budget-balancing subsidy program given the

carbon tax. This has to be solved for numerically as well, necessitating the double-bisection approach

with the government balance loop nested inside the emissions-target loop. The obvious exception to

this is when there is only a carbon tax, in which case the inner loop can be skipped
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Outer loop: iterate on the carbon tax to hit the emissions target

1. Guess upper bound and lower on bounds on the carbon tax in each active region, τ lowerm,t , τupperm,t .

On the the first iteration, set τ lowerm,t = 0.

2. Let τ∗m,t = 1
2(τ lowerm,t + τupperm,t )

Inner Loop: iterate on the subsidy control to achieve budget balance

i. Guess upper bound and lower on bounds on the subsidy control θlowerm,t , θupperm,t in each active

region. On the the first iteration, set θlowerm,t = 0, θupperm,t = 1/max(κ, 1− κ).

ii. Let θ∗m,t = 1
2(θlowerm,t + θupperm,t ) for each region.

iii. Solve the period t global general equilibrium model with tax and subsidy policies given by

τ∗m,t, θ
∗
m,t.

iv. For each m, update the upper (lower) bound for the subsidy control replacing it with θ∗m,t

if the government balance is in deficit (surplus).

v. If θlowerm,t − θ
upper
m,t is small enough stop, else return to step ii.

3. For each m, update the upper (lower) bound for the tax rate control replacing it with τ∗m,t if

region m emissions are below (above) target.

4. If τ lowerm,t − τupperm,t is small enough stop, else return to step 2.

The computationally intensive part of this process is that the double-bisection algorithm already

nests the algorithm in Appendix D.1, which is itself a double loop over multiple regions. Even though

a little slow, the advantage of using bisection here is twofold: it is robust – reliably converging in a

wide range of use cases – and it is guaranteed to find a solution of given precision within a fixed time.

Both tax and subsidy policies solve to acceptable tolerances within a dozen iterations, putting a hard

cap of 144 solutions in each period.41 With almost forty periods to solve for this remains a length

process, but because constant savings rates mean we can solve period-by-period, it is a manageable

one. As a result, for two regions setting emissions targets this process converges overnight on a modern

laptop. If savings rates were endogenous, though, this would need to be iterated on dozens of times;

computing solutions with multiple parameter values, as I do in the main text, would take months.

Moreover, because the processes here are inherently sequential – each bisection relies on the previous

iteration, and each period on solving the one before it – there is very little scope to speed the process

through parallelization.

41Bisection shrinks the error by half with each step, implying a 12-step error of 0.512 ' 0.025% of the initial interval.
Because subsidies are constrained to the unit interval, with means an error on the subsidy rate of no more than 0.025
percentage points. If the initial upper bound on taxes is $1000, then this means an error on the tax rate of around 25
cents.
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D.3 Solving the model with non-constant savings rate

With non-constant savings rate, the Euler equation is replaced with equation (31), reproduced here:(
Cm,t+1

Cm,t

)γ
= β (im,t+1 + 1− δK) (61)

Suppressing dependence on m and substituting in for the savings rate, rental rate for capital, and

households’ period budget constraint, we get that:

st =
1

1 + Γt

(
α(1 + gt+1)

β−1 ((1 + gt+1)(1− st+1)/(1− st))γ − (1− δK)
− (1− δ)kt

)
≡ f(st; st+1, kt, gt+1,Γt)

Where (1 + gt+1) = Ŷt+1/Ŷt is the growth in earned income and kt = Kt/Ŷt is the capital to (earned)

income ratio. Note that given current capital ratio k, income growth g′, unearned income ratio Γ, and

next period savings s′, the savings rate s which solves the Euler equation is the solution to a fixed

point problem:

s = f(s; s′, k, g′,Γ)

Note also that on a long-run balanced growth path where income growth, the capital ratio, and

lump sum transfers are constant at ḡ, k̄, Γ̄ respectively, the long-run savings rate s̄ is given by:

s̄ =
αβ(1 + ḡ)(ḡ + δK)

(1 + ḡ + Γ̄(ḡ + δK) ((1 + ḡ)γ − β(1− δK))

≡ h(k̄, ḡ, Γ̄)

Note that when γ = 1, δK = 1,Γ = 0, this immediately simplifies to s̄ = αβ, the savings rate in

the full-depreciation version of the model.

I use these to compute the general equilibrium solution with a the savings rate which satisfies

the Euler equation. The basic idea is to assume that by the end of the simulation that the model

has reached a balanced growth path in each region. Given that the simulation period is nearly two

centuries this seem reasonable. I then simulate the model for a given path of savings rates, and then

use the terminal period to define the long-run values ḡ, k̄, Γ̄ in each region. From this, I compute a

terminal period savings rate sT using the long-run formula h(·), which I use to initiate a backward

recursion, using the values from the simulation for kt, gt+1,Γt in f(·) to compute the sequence of

savings rates consistent with the Euler equation back to period 1. If this is sufficiently close to the

assumed sequence of savings rates using in the simulation then we are done. If not, I update the

savings rate and try again until convergence. Psuedo-code is below.

Part 1: Check the Euler equation errors on the current guess

1. Guess the sequence of savings rates for all regions, sm,t.

2. Solve the general equilibrium model fixing the savings rates at these guesses. This is a minor
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modification to the algorithm in Appendix D.1, changing the rule for updating the states from

one period to the next by replacing the savings rate αβ with the appropriate entry from this

sequence instead.

3. Use the model values for capital, income growth, and unearned income share to compute the Eu-

ler equation errors in every region and period, using errorm,t = sm,t−f(sm,t, sm,t+1, km,t, gm,t+1,Γm,t)

4. If the Euler equation errors are small enough, stop. Otherwise, continue.

Part 2: Update the savings rate guess

5. Compute a new guess for terminal savings in each region using s∗m,T = h(km,T , gm,T ,Γm,T ).

6. Iterate backwards to update the savings rate to s∗m,t using the Euler equation and simulated

values for capital, income growth, and unearned income share, solving in each period and region

the fixed point problem

s∗m,t = f(s∗m,t, s
∗
m,t+1, km,t, gm,t+1,Γm,t)

NB: This fixed point problem is solved via an iterative loop of its own, but is relatively straight-

forward to implement, so not discussed further here.

7. Return to step 1 using the updated guess for the savings rate, replacing sm,t with s∗m,t.
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